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Abstract
We present a polynomial time algorithm to approximately scale tensors of any format to
arbitrary prescribed marginals (whenever possible). This unifies and generalizes a sequence of
past works on matrix, operator and tensor scaling. Our algorithm provides an efficient weak
membership oracle for the associatedmoment polytopes, an important family of implicitly-defined
convex polytopes with exponentially many facets and a wide range of applications. These
include the entanglement polytopes from quantum information theory (in particular, we obtain
an efficient solution to the notorious one-body quantum marginal problem) and the Kronecker
polytopes from representation theory (which capture the asymptotic support of Kronecker
coefficients). Our algorithm can be applied to succinct descriptions of the input tensor whenever
the marginals can be efficiently computed, as in the important case of matrix product states or
tensor-train decompositions, widely used in computational physics and numerical mathematics.
Beyond these applications, the algorithm enriches the arsenal of “numerical” methods for
classical problems in invariant theory that are significantly faster than “symbolic” methods
which explicitly compute invariants or covariants of the relevant action. We stress that (like
almost all past algorithms) our convergence rate is polynomial in the approximation parameter;
it is an intriguing question to achieve exponential convergence rate, beating symbolic algorithms
exponentially, and providing strong membership and separation oracles for the problems above.
We strengthen and generalize the alternating minimization approach of previous papers by
introducing the theory of highest weight vectors from representation theory into the numerical
optimization framework. We show that highest weight vectors are natural potential functions
for scaling algorithms and prove new bounds on their evaluations to obtain polynomial-time
convergence. Our techniques are general and we believe that they will be instrumental to obtain
efficient algorithms for moment polytopes beyond the ones consider here, and more broadly, for
other optimization problems possessing natural symmetries.
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1 Introduction and summary of results
1.1 Moment polytopes
As this paper is quite technical, with some non-standard material for computer scientists, we
begin with motivating the main object we study, as it is extremely natural from an optimization
perspective, the moment polytope. Consider first the following diverse set of problems, trying to pick
up common features among them (besides the obvious guess that they all are special cases of the
framework we consider in this paper).
1. The Schur-Horn Theorem: Can a given Hermitian matrix be conjugated by unitary matrices
to achieve a given diagonal?
2. Eigenvalues of sums of Hermitian matrices: Do there exist Hermitian nˆ nmatrices A, B,
C with prescribed eigenvalues such that A`B “ C?
3. Optimization: Can a given non-negative matrix be converted to another with prescribed row
and column sums, by only reweighing its rows and columns?
4. Quantum information: Can multiple parties, each holding a particle of a pure quantum state,
locally transform their particles so that each particle is maximally entangled with the others?
5. Analytic inequalities: Given m linear maps Ai : Rn Ñ Rni and p1, . . . , pm ě 0, does there
exist a finite constant C such that for all integrable functions fi : Rni Ñ R` we haveż
xPRn
mź
i“1
fipAixqdx ď C
mź
i“1
‖fi‖1{pi?
An important special case of such framework1 is Cauchy-Schwarz, with p1 “ p2 “ 1{2,m “
2, n “ n1 “ n2 “ 1, C “ 1, Ai “ 1.
6. Algebraic complexity: Given an arithmetic formula (with inversion gates) in non-commuting
variables, is it non-zero?
7. Polynomial support: Given oracle access to a homogeneous polynomial p with non-negative
integer coefficients onn variables, is a specifiedmonomial (given as integer vector of exponents)
in the Newton polytope2 of p?
Some of the problems above are in P and for others, there are sufficient hints that they are in P
(see [Hor54, LSW98, BGO`17, GGOW17, GGOW16, Gur05]). While they may seem non-linear in
their inputs, convexity plays an important role in each of them, as they all reduce to solving linear
programs (implicitly defined with large number of facets). More specifically, each input to each
problem defines a point and a polytope, and the answer is yes iff the point is in the polytope. These
polytopes turn out to be special cases of moment polytopes.
1These inequalities are the celebrated Brascamp-Lieb inequalities, which capture many more important inequalities
such as Hölder’s, Loomis-Whitney, and many others. See for instance [GGOW17] for a more detailed discussion.
2Given a polynomial ppx1, . . . , xnq, define its support as the set of monomials whose coefficient in p is nonzero. The
Newton polytope of ppx1, . . . , xnq is given by the convex hull of the exponent vectors of these monomials.
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This appearance of linearity and convexity is quite surprising, in some settings more so than
others. Indeed, moment polytopes arise (and are used to understand problems) in many diverse
settings such as symplectic geometry, algebraic geometry, lattice theory and others [GS, dS08]. The
snag is that these polytopes are often defined by a huge number of inequalities (e.g. see [GGOW17]);
typically the number is exponential or larger in the dimension of the input.3 This motivates our
efforts to develop efficient algorithms for them.
In order to explain the appearance of convex polytopes in these settings, we need to notice
another common aspect of all problems above: their answers remain invariant under some group
action! This is easy to see in some of the examples, which explicitly specify the groups. In the first,
for matrices of size n, it is Upnq, the group of transformations conjugating the input. In the second,
each of the three matrices may be conjugated by a unitary. In the 3rd, it is the product Tpnq ˆ Tpnq
of two (positive) diagonal invertible matrices which scale (resp.) the rows and columns. In the
4th problem, as each party is allowed to perform quantum measurements with post selection, the
group representing each party’s operations is GLpnq if its particle has n states, and so the full group
is a direct product of these GLpnq’s. The 5th problem is invariant to basis changes in the host space
Rn and the otherm spaces.4 The 6th is much harder to guess without Cohn’s characterization of
the free skew field, but turns out to be GLpnq ˆGLpnq acting on a different representation of the
formulas. In the 7th, though it may not seem useful at first sight, Tpnq acts by simply scaling every
variable of the polynomial by a nonzero constant factor.
Havingmentioned the two common features of the problems above (convexity and the invariance
under a group action) we will now illustrate how one can use the structure of the group action in
order to obtain moment polytopes. Let G be a “nice" 5 group acting linearly and continuously on a
vector space V and v be a point in V . The orbit of a point v P V is the set of all vectors obtained
by the action of G on v. The orbit closure of v is simply the closure of its orbit in the Euclidean
topology. As the previous paragraph observed, all of the problems above are questions about
the orbit closures, which suggests understanding orbit closures is a fundamental task with many
applications. A natural approach to study such orbit closures is by looking at the infinitesimal
action of the group on every point v.
This brings us to the moment map, denoted by µGpvq, which is essentially a gradient of the log of
the norm of v along the group action.6 More explicitly, for each point v we can define the function
fvpgq “ log‖g ¨ v‖22, and µGpvq will be the gradient of fvpgq evaluated at the identity element of
G. The moment map carries a lot of information about the group action, and one of its striking
features is that the set of possible spectra of the image of any orbit closure under the moment map
is a rational convex polytope [Kos73, Ati82a, GS82a, Kir84a]! That is a mouthful. So consider an
example to see what we mean. Consider the action of G “ GLpnq on some vector space V . Then
the moment map maps V to Mpnq (set of all nˆ nmatrices). Then the collection specpµGpvqq, as v
varies over an orbit-closure forms a rational convex polytope. Here specpMq denotes the vector of
3However, in many of these areas even finiteness provides progress, as even decidability may not be obvious.
4This reveals the Brascamp-Lieb polytopes [BCCT08, GGOW17] as special cases of (slices of) moment polytopes,
which have an efficient weak separation oracle.
5The technical definition requires the group to be algebraic, reductive and connected and so on. But for the purpose
of this paper, one can think of groups like GLpnq, Tpnq, their direct products etc.
6Indeed, the original name was momentum map, and is inspired from Hamiltonian physics, in which momentum is
proportional to the derivative of position. Apparently moment maps are common in physics, where they are used to
obtain conserved quantities (i.e. invariants) from symmetries of the phase space of symplectic manifolds describing some
Hamiltonian system. In the general setting, we have the action of continuous group on a manifold, and the moment map
provides a reverse map, from the manifold to the group (or more precisely, to the dual of the Lie algebra of the group).
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eigenvalues ofM arranged in decreasing order. Note that µGpvq is a quadratic function of v, so the
appearance of convexity is extremely surprising and non trivial. This polytope, which we will more
explicitly see in the next section, is the so called moment polytope of the group action G on the orbit
of v.
In the matrix scaling case (Problem 3), it turns out that the moment map applied to a certain
matrix A gives us precisely the marginals of A (that is, the vector of row sums and column sums
normalized to sum 1).7 Thus, testing whether A can be scaled to another matrix with prescribed
row and column sums is equivalent to testing whether the prescribed vector of row and column
sums belongs to the moment polytope of the action of Tpnq ˆ Tpnq on A. Similarly, all of the seven
problems listed above fit into this framework (membership in moment polytope) for a suitable
choice of group and representation.8
The reader might notice the dual nature of the problems above. They are both of algebraic as well
as analytic nature. This phenomenon is extremely general and crucial for our paper. The analytic
nature helps in designing algorithms, making the problem amenable to general optimization
techniques, while the algebraic helps with analysis of these analytic algorithms and provides
potential functions to track progress made by these algorithms. We will see that this will be the
case for us as well.
1.2 Our setting
In this paper, we will be concerned with the moment polytopes of a natural “basis" change group
action on tensors, which are of interest for several reasons. The moment polytopes in this setting
capture fundamental problems in quantum many-body physics - the so called one-body quantum
marginal problem. They also capture fundamental problems in representation theory related to
Kronecker coefficients, which are central objects of study in algebraic combinatorics and play
an important role in geometric complexity theory. Moreover, as we will see, these moment
polytopes generalize many of the settings described above and we believe that their complexity is
representative of the complexity of general moment polytopes.
These moment polytopes (and their related problems) are most natural to state from the point
of view of quantum systems and their quantum marginals 9, so we start by defining them first. But
before we define quantum systems some brief notation must be established.
Let Tenpn0;n1, . . . , ndq “ Cn0 b Cn1 b . . .b Cnd denote the space of d` 1 dimensional tensors
of format n0 ˆ n1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ nd, and letX be a tensor in Tenpn0;n1, . . . , ndq. If we regardX as a vector,
with X: being it’s conjugate transpose, then ρX “ XX: is a Hermitian positive semidefinite (PSD)
operator on Tenpn0;n1, . . . , ndq. We will denote by ‖X‖ “ trrρXs1{2 the `2 norm ofX (when viewed
as a vector). With this notation in mind, we then define a quantum system with d` 1 subsystems as
a PSD operator on Tenpn0;n1, . . . , ndqwith unit trace 10.
Given a quantum system ρ on Tenpn0;n1, . . . , ndq and a subset I Ď t0, 1, . . . , du, we define its
(quantum) marginals or reduced density matrices by ρpIq “ trIcrρs, where trIc denotes the partial
trace over tensor factors Ic “ t0, . . . , duzI . In the same way that ρ describes the state of the entire
quantum system, ρpIq characterizes the state of the subsystems labeled by I (in an analogous way
to the classical marginal of a probability distribution). For I “ tiu, we write ρpiq; these operators
7There is a slight technicality here and the moment map is actually the absolute values squared of the entries of A.
8For some of the problems mentioned above, it is non-trivial to phrase them as moment polytopes.
9These generalize the classical notion of marginals of a probability distribution on several variables.
10A reader not familiar with the basics of quantum systems may want to skip a couple of paragraphs ahead.
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are known as the one-body marginals or one-body reduced density matrices of ρ. Each ρpiq is uniquely
characterized by the property that
trrρpiqApiqs “ trrρpIn0 b In1 b . . .b Ini´1 bApiq b Ini`1 b . . .b Indqs (1)
for all operators Apiq on Cni .
For a tensor X P Tenpn0;n1, . . . , ndq and a given subset I Ď t0, 1, . . . , du of the subsystems,
the marginals of ρX with respect to I have a particularly simple description: using the standard
basis, identify X with a matrixM pIqX P LpCnI ,CnIc q, where we denote nI :“
ś
iPI ni. The matrix
M
pIq
X is known as a flattening, unfolding, or matricization [Lan12, Hac12] of the tensor X . Then,
ρ
pIq
X “M pIqX pM pIqX q: is its Gram matrix.
Given a Hermitian operator σ on Cn (i.e., an n ˆ n Hermitian matrix), we write specpσq “
ps1, . . . , snq for the vector of eigenvalues of σ, ordered non-increasingly. If σ is PSD with unit
trace then its eigenvalues form a probability distribution, so specpσq is an element of P`pnq :“
tps1, . . . , snq : s1 ě ¨ ¨ ¨ ě sn ě 0 : řj sj “ 1u. We also abbreviate P`pn1, . . . , ndq :“ P`pn1q ˆ
¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ P`pndq. We will be particularly interested in characterizing the eigenvalues of the one-body
marginals, motivated by the following fundamental problem in quantum mechanics [Kly06]:
Problem 1.1 (One-body quantum marginal problem). Given p P P`pn1, . . . , ndq, decide if there exists
a tensor Y P Tenp1;n1, . . . , ndq such that specpρpiqY q “ ppiq for all i “ 1, . . . , d.
Remark 1.2. Note that the above problem is equivalent to the following, given density matrices pPSD
matrices with unit trace q ρp1q, . . . , ρpdq, determine if there exists a tensor (pure state) Y P Tenp1;n1, . . . , ndq
such that ρpiqY “ ρi for all i “ 1, . . . , d. Since a unitary change of basis comes for free on each subsystem, only
the eigenvalues of ρp1q, . . . , ρpdq are relevant.
The above problem is extremely fundamental from the point of view of quantum many-body
physics. It is a special case of the more general quantum marginal problem, which puts constraints
on the marginals of multiple systems and is known to be QMA-complete (for growing d) [Liu06].
We note that the normalization to trace one is natural; since trrρpiqY s “ ‖Y ‖2 for all i, we can
simultaneously rescale all marginals simply by rescaling the tensor.
Nowwe discuss how Problem 1.1 can be phrased as a question about moment polytopes [NM84,
Bri87, Kly06, Res10, VW17, Wal14]. Let G “ GLpn1q ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ GLpndq, where GLpnq denotes the
group of invertible nˆ n-matrices. Then G acts on V “ Tenpn0;n1, . . . , ndq by
pgp1q, . . . , gpdqq ¨X :“ pIn0 b gp1q b . . .b gpdqqX.
As the group acts by rescaling slices of the tensor, we will call any Y P G ¨X a tensor scaling of X .11
What is the moment map in this setting? It turns out that the moment captures exactly the
notion of one-body quantum marginals. It is more convenient to define the moment map on the
projective space (namely restrict ourselves to tensors of unit norm), since we don’t care about the
scalar multiples. We will denote the projective space corresponding to V by PpV q and identify it
11The extra coordinate with dimension n0 can be equivalently thought of as enumerating an n0-tuple of tensors in
Tenpn1, . . . , ndq and the group G acts simultaneously on all the tensors in the tuple. Much of the theory remains similar
if one sets n0 “ 1 and that can be done mentally on a first reading. In the quantum language, it is the difference between
acting on pure states pn0 “ 1q vs acting on mixed states pn0 ą 1q.
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with the set of rank-one trace-one PSD operators on V , PpV q “ tρ “ rXs “ XX:{X:X : 0 ‰ X P V u.
Then the moment map can be written as12
µ : PpV q Ñ Hermpn1q ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆHermpndq, ρ ÞÑ pρp1q, . . . , ρpdqq, (2)
where Hermpnq denotes the space of Hermitian nˆn-matrices. Now consider a projective subvariety
X of PpV q such as X “ PpV q or an orbit-closure13 i.e. X “ G ¨ rXs for some given tensor X P V .14
Let us look at the collection of marginal eigenvalues when restricted to tensors in X :
∆pX q :“ tpspecpρp1qq, . . . , specpρpdqqq : ρ P X u Ď P`pn1, . . . , ndq. (3)
We emphasize again the amazing, surprising and non-trivial fact that ∆pX q is a rational convex
polytope [NM84, Kir84b, Kir84a, Bri87] – known as the moment polytope or Kirwan polytope of X .15
This means that ∆pX q can in principle be given in terms of finitely many affine inequalities in
eigenvalues of the one-body marginals [Kly06, Res10, VW17]. In particular, the preceding applies
to X “ PpV q, so we can rephrase Problem 1.1 as follows: Given p P P`pn1, . . . , ndq, is it a point
in ∆p1;n1, . . . , ndq :“ ∆pPpV qq? More generally, we can consider the following decision problem:
Problem 1.3 (General moment polytope). Given p P P`pn1, . . . , ndq, decide if there exists a tensor
rY s P X such that specpρpiqY q “ ppiq for all i “ 1, . . . , d.
When X “ G ¨ rXs is the orbit closure of some given tensor X P V , we will abbreviate the
moment polytope by ∆pXq :“ ∆pG ¨ rXsq. In quantum information theory, moment polytopes
of orbit closures have been called entanglement polytopes as they characterize the multipartite
entanglement from the perspective of the one-body marginals [WDGC13, SOK14]. But, along
with the corresponding invariant-theoretic multiplicities, they are also of interest in algebraic
and geometric complexity theory [BLMW11, BI11, CDW12, CVZ17]. The corresponding decision
problem is the following:
Problem1.4 (Momentpolytopeof orbit closure). GivenX P Tenpn0;n1, . . . , ndq andp P P`pn1, . . . , ndq,
decide if there exists Y P G ¨X such that specpρpiqY q “ ppiq for all i “ 1, . . . , d.
That is, Problem 1.4 asks whether p “ ppp1q, . . . ,ppdqq is a point in ∆pXq.16
One can show that Problem 1.4 is intimately related to Problems 1.1 and 1.3: p P ∆pX q iff
p P ∆pXq for a generic X P X (Corollary 2.6). We will explain this in Section 2. We will therefore
focus our attention on Problem 1.4.
12After identifying the Lie algebra ofK with its dual.
13Here, the closure can be taken either in the Euclidean or in the Zariski topology.
14In general X can be any G-stable irreducible projective subvariety of PpV q.
15Note that we have identified PpV q with the set of rank 1 density matrices and hence it is far from being a convex set -
yet the spectrum of its image under the moment map is convex.
16When n0 “ 1, there is a physical interpretation of the orbit-closure. Y P G ¨X means that Y can be obtained to
arbitrary precision fromX (which is naturally understood as a d-partite quantum state) by a class of quantum operations
known as stochastic local operations and classical communication (SLOCC) [BPR`00]. SLOCC can be intuitively understood
as follows: we imagine that different parties hold the different systems of a quantum state; SLOCC then corresponds to a
sequence of local quantum operations and measurements, where we allow for post-selection on specific measurement
outcomes. Problem 1.4 then asks if given a tensorX P Tenpn1, . . . , ndq, does there exist a Y obtainable by a sequence of
SLOCC operations fromX s.t. specpρpiqY q “ ppiq for all i. This is a generalization of the SLOCC entanglement distillation
question where ppiq is the uniform distribution for all i.
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It is natural to go beyond the decision problem and look for an algorithm that finds a tensor Y
with the desired marginals, as well as the group element that transformsX into Y . Since such an Y
will be in the orbit through X , we demand only that the marginals are correct up to some target
accuracy.
Definition 1.5 (ε-close). The marginals of Y P Tenpn0;n1, . . . , ndq are said to be ε-close to p P
P`pn1, . . . , ndq if ‖specpρpiqY q ´ ppiq‖1 ď ε for i “ 1, . . . , d. Here, ‖x‖1 “
ř
j |xj | is the `1-norm.
Problem 1.6 (Tensor scaling). Given X P Tenpn0;n1, . . . , ndq, p P ∆pXq, and ε ą 0, find gε P G such
that Y “ gε ¨X has marginals that are ε-close to p.
While it may not be immediately clear, there exist scalings as in Problem 1.6 for any ε ą 0 if and
only if the answer to Problem 1.4 is yes, i.e., if and only if p P ∆pXq.
The polytopes ∆pX q admit alternative characterization in terms of invariant theory [NM84].
We explain this connection in Section 2, as it is central to the analysis of our algorithms. For
now, we only mention an important special case. Let gpλ,µ,νq denote the Kronecker coefficients,
which are fundamental objects in the classical representation theory of the symmetric and general
linear groups [FH13, Sta00]. They also feature in geometric complexity theory as a potential
way of creating representation theoretic obstructions [Mul07, BLMW11]. For example, gpλ,µ,νq
can be defined as the multiplicity of the irreducible Sk-representation rλs in the tensor product
rµs b rνs. Here, λ, µ, and ν are partitions, which we may think of nonincreasing vectors in Zně0
with
ř
j λj “
ř
j µj “
ř
j νj “: k. Then,
D integer s ě 1 : gpsλ, sµ, sνq ą 0 ô 1
k
pλ,µ,νq P ∆p1;n, n, nq, (4)
so the solution to the one-body quantummarginal problem captures precisely the asymptotic support
of the Kronecker coefficients [CM06, Kly06, CHM07]. We note that the problem of deciding whether
gpλ,µ,νq ą 0 is known to be NP-hard [IMW17]. However since the asymptotic vanishing of
Kronecker coefficients is captured by the quantum marginal problem, it has been conjectured that it
should have a polynomial time algorithm and we make progress towards this question.17 Since
Kronecker coefficients are so poorly understood, understanding their asymptotic support would
also go a long way in understanding them.
1.3 Prior work
As mentioned above, Problem 1.1 can be approached by first computing (the defining inequalities
of) the moment polytope ∆pn0;n1, . . . , ndq. The problem of computing moment polytopes has a
long history in mathematics (e.g., [Ati82b, GS82b, GS84, Kir84b, Kir84a, Bri99, BS00, Res10, Bel10]).
That the one-body quantum marginal problem falls into this framework was first noticed by
Klyachko [Kly04], who gave a complete description of the polytopes in terms of finite lists of
inequalities (cf. [DH05, Kly06, AK08]). Before that, only low-dimensional special cases were
known [HSS03, Bra03, Fra02]. Further developments include the minimal complete description
from [Res10] and the cohomology-free variant [VW17]. Yet, all these descriptions in terms of
17We note that the closely related Littlewood-Richardson coefficients (which capture the same problem for the
representations of the general linear group) satisfy the so called saturation property: cpλ,µ,νq ą 0 iff cpsλ, sµ, sνq ą 0
[KT99]. Hence the asymptotic support is the same as support for this case and this is also a key ingredient in the
polynomial time algorithms for testing if cpλ,µ,νq ą 0 [BI12].
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inequalities are largely computationally infeasible; explicit descriptions are known up to formats
3ˆ 3ˆ 9 [Kly06] and 4ˆ 4ˆ 4 [VW17], and when all dimensions are two [HSS03].
Problems 1.3 and 1.4 can in principle be approached using classical computational invariant
theory (e.g., [Stu08, DK15, WDGC13]), based on the invariant-theoretic description of ∆pX q and
degree bounds (we recall both in Section 2). In practice, however, this is completely infeasible except
for very small dimensions. The problem of describing ∆pX q also falls into the framework of [Res10],
but it is not clear how to turn this into an algorithm. In summary, all the methods described above
are computationally expensive and take time at least exponential in the input size.
None of the preceding algebraic methods can be used to solve Problem 1.6, since they only
decide membership but do not produce the transformation that produces a tensor with the desired
target spectra. This calls for the development of numerical algorithms for Problem 1.6. Curiously
this development came stemmed from motivations in algebraic complexity and the PIT problem.
The first such algorithm was proposed in [Gur04]. Its complexity analysis, that brought on the
connection to invariant theory (and other fields, somementioned above) was achieved in [GGOW16].
In the language we use here, it deals with d “ 2 (operator scaling) and uniform marginals, and
results in polynomial time algorithms for problems in diverse areas discussed there.18 The operator
scaling problem was then extended in two directions, which we mention next: one direction being
general values of d (tensor scaling) and the other being d “ 2 and arbitrary marginals.
For generald, a deterministic algorithmwasgiven in [BGO`17] (basedonaproposal in [VDDM03]
for n0 “ 1). Very recently, a randomized polynomial time algorithm for operator scaling to general
marginals was given in [Fra18]. The two papers [BGO`17, Fra18] study two different generalizations
of the operator scaling problem in [GGOW16]. The present paper completes a natural square
by studying a common generalization of the problems studied in [BGO`17, Fra18]. All these
algorithms can be seen as noncommutative generalizations of the Sinkhorn-Knopp algorithm for
‘matrix scaling‘ [Sin64, SK67].
It was shown recently known that Problem 1.1 is in NPXcoNP [BCMW17]. In view of Eq. (4),
this should be contrasted with the NP-hardness of deciding whether a single Kronecker coefficient
is zero or not [IMW17].
1.4 Summary of results
Our main result in this paper is a randomized algorithm for tensor scaling to general marginals
(Problem 1.6). As a consequence, we obtain algorithms for all other problems.
Theorem 1.7. There is a randomized algorithm running in time polypN, 1{εq, that takes as input X P
Tenpn0;n1, . . . , ndq with Gaussian integer entries (specified as a list of real and complex parts, each encoded
in binary, with bit size ď b) and p P P`pn1, . . . , ndq with rational entries (specified as a list of numerators
and denominators, each encoded in binary, with bit size ď b). The algorithm either correctly identifies that
p R ∆pXq, or it outputs a scaling g P G such that the marginals of g ¨X are ε-close to the target spectra p.
Here N is the total bit-size of the input, N “ 2n0n1 ¨ ¨ ¨ndb` 2pn1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ndqb.
As a consequence of Theorem 1.7, we obtain a randomized algorithm for a promise version of
the membership Problem 1.4 (and hence for Problem 1.1, see Corollary 2.6).
18The underlying algebraic problem associated with operator scaling, namely non-commutative singularity and rank
of symbolic matrices found a different, algebraic algorithm in the works of [IQS17, DM15]
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Corollary 1.8. There is a randomized algorithm running in time polypN, 1{εq, that takes as input
X P Tenpn0;n1, . . . , ndq with Gaussian integer entries (specified as a list of real and complex parts, each
encoded in binary, with bit size ď b) and p P P`pn1, . . . , ndq with rational entries (specified as a list of
numerators and denominators, each encoded in binary, with bit size ď b). The algorithm distinguishes
between the following two cases:
1. p P ∆pXq.
2. p is ε-far (in `1 norm) from any point q P ∆pXq.
Here N is the total bit-size of the input, N “ 2n0n1 ¨ ¨ ¨ndb` 2pn1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ndqb.
This yields the following corollary.
Corollary 1.9. There is a randomized algorithm running in time polypn0n1 ¨ ¨ ¨nd, b, 1{εq, that takes as
input p P P`pn1, . . . , ndq with rational entries (specified as a list of numerators and denominators, each
encoded in binary, with bit size ď b). The algorithm distinguishes between the following two cases:
1. p P ∆p1;n1, . . . , ndq i.e. there exists Y P Tenpn1, . . . , ndq such that specpρpiqY q “ ppiq for all i.
2. p is ε-far (in `1 norm) from any point q P ∆p1;n1, . . . , ndq.
As described before, Problem 1.1 captures the asymptotic vanishing of Kronecker coefficients.
Hence we get the following corollary which describes a randomized polynomial time algorithm for
a promise version of the asymptotic Kronecker problem.
Corollary 1.10. There is a randomized algorithm running in time polypn, b, 1{εq, that takes as input three
partitions λ,µ,ν P Zně0 with entries described in binary with bit-size at most b. The algorithm distinguishes
between the following two cases:
1. There exists and integer s ě 1 s.t. gpsλ, sµ, sνq ą 0.
2. For all λ1,µ1,ν 1 s.t. g pλ1,µ1,ν 1q ą 0, it holds that pλ1,µ1,ν 1q { |pλ1,µ1,ν 1q| is ε-far (in `1-norm)
from pλ,µ,νq{|pλ,µ,νq|.
Here g denotes the Kronecker coefficient and |pλ,µ,νq| “ řj λj “ řj µj “ řj νj .
In many applications, the tensor X can be more succinctly represented than by its n0n1 ¨ ¨ ¨nd
many coordinates. If the representation is preserved by scalings and allows for efficient computation
of the marginals, then this yields a useful optimization of Algorithm 1. A prime example of
which are the so called matrix-product states or tensor-train decompositions with polynomial bond
dimension [VDDM03,Orú14]. Wewon’t define these states here (see Section 6 for a formal definition)
but we will just say that these have much smaller (exponentially smaller in d) descriptions than
specifying all the n0n1 ¨ ¨ ¨nd coordinates of the tensors. This class includes the unit tensors and the
matrix multiplication tensors, which are central objects in algebraic complexity theory [BI11, BCS13]
and whose moment polytopes are not known!
Theorem 1.11 (Informal). There is a randomized algorithm running in time polypN, b, 1{εq, that takes
as input a matrix-product state X P Tenpn0;n1, . . . , ndq with input size N and p P P`pn1, . . . , ndq with
rational entries (specified as a list of numerators and denominators, each encoded in binary, with bit size ď b).
The algorithm either correctly identifies that p R ∆pXq, or it outputs a scaling g P G such that the marginals
of g ¨X are ε-close to the target spectra p.
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It is a very exciting open problem to improve the running time dependence on ε in Corollary 1.8,
Corollary 1.9 and Corollary 1.10 to polyplog 1{εq. This would yield randomized polynomial time
algorithms for Problem 1.1, Problem 1.4 and the asymptotic Kronecker problem due to the following
theorem that we prove in Section 5.
Theorem 1.12 (Minimal gap). Let X P Tenpn0;n1, . . . , ndq be a nonzero tensor. If rY s P G ¨ rXs is
a scaling with marginals that are γpn1, . . . , nd, `q-close to p, then p P ∆pX q. Here γpn1, . . . , nd, `q “
exp p´O ppn1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` ndq logp`maxj njqqq and ` is the minimal integer s.t. `p has integral entries.
An analogous result for the full moment polytope ∆pPpV qq was proven in [BCMW17]. We
believe that the inverse exponential bound in the above theorem cannot be improved to an inverse
polynomial bound. Therefore developing scaling algorithmswith runtime dependence polyplog 1{εq
is of paramount importance.
Before describing our algorithm and high level intuition for its analysis, let us describe
the algorithm and analysis for a rather special case of matrix scaling, which turns out to very
enlightening.
1.5 Simple example: matrix scaling
The matrix scaling problem (Problem 3 in Section 1.1) provides us with a template for what is
to come, and understanding the evolution of a particular algorithm for this problem will give
us intuition on how to solve the more general tensor scaling problem, and how invariant theory
naturally appears.
If one wants to scale a given nˆnmatrixA to a doubly stochastic matrix (that is, one whose rows
and columns each sum to 1), a natural algorithm (first proposed in [Sin64]) arises from the fact that
the group is a Cartesian product. We can alternately use scalings of the form pR, Iq P TpnqˆTpnq to
normalize the row sums of A and scalings of the form pI, Cq P Tpnq ˆTpnq to normalize the column
sums of A.
To this end, set RpAq to be a diagonal matrix having RpAqi,i to be the inverse of the sum of the
elements of the ith row of A, and define CpAq in a similar way for the columns of A. The algorithm
can be described as follows: repeatedly (for a polynomial number of iterations) apply the following
steps:
• Normalize the rows of A. That is, AÐ RpAq ¨A
• Normalize the columns of A. That is, AÐ A ¨ CpAq.
If, throughout this process, matrix A never gets sufficiently close to a doubly stochastic matrix
(in `2 distance), then we will conclude that A cannot be scaled to doubly stochastic; otherwise
we can conclude that A can be scaled to doubly stochastic. The process also gives us a way to
obtain the scalings that approach doubly stochastic - while there are multiple algorithms for the
decision problem (which turns out to be the bipartite perfect matching problem), not all help find
the scalings!
The analysis of this algorithm (from [LSW98]; also see [GY98] for a different potential function) is
extremely simple, and follows a three step approach based on a progress measure P pAq “ PermpAq.
The following two properties of the potential function will be useful for us.
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1. If A is scalable to doubly stochastic, then P pAq ą 0.
2. P pAq ď 1 if A row or column normalized.
The three step approach then is the following:
1. [Lower bound]: Initially P pAq ą 2´polypnq (wlog we assume A is row normalized) 19.
2. [Progress per step]: If A is row or column normalized and sufficiently far from being doubly
stochastic, then normalizing A increases P pAq. One can explicitly bound the increase using a
robust version of the AM-GM inequality.
3. [Upper bound]: P pAq is bounded by 1 if A is row or column normalized.
This three-step analysis shows that the scaling algorithm is able to solve the doubly stochastic
scaling problem in polynomial time. The difficult part of the analysis is coming up with a potential
function satisfying the properties above. This is the role played by invariant theory later. A source
of good potential functions will turn out to be highest weight vectors, which are (informally speaking)
“eigenvectors” of the action of certain subgroups of the main group action. Note that the permanent
is an eigenvector of the action of TpnqˆTpnq since PermpRXCq equals
´ś
iRi,i ¨
ś
j Cj,j
¯
¨PermpXq
for pR,Cq P Tpnq ˆ Tpnq.
If we want to solve the more general scaling problem, where we are given a prescribed value for
the row and column sums, say as an non-negative integer vector pr, cq “ pr1, . . . rn, c1, . . . , cnq, the
same natural algorithm can be applied. The only change one needs to make in the algorithm above
is that we will now normalize the rows of A to have sums pr1, . . . , rnq and the columns to have sum
pc1, . . . , cnq. The analysis is also quite similar: one can choose the potential function, for example,
to be the permanent of matrix B obtained from A by repeating ith row ri times and jth column cj
times. However, the distinction between the uniform and the non-uniform versions of the problems
is much starker in our higher dimensional non-commutative setting, as we will see next.
1.6 Techniques and proof overview
Our algorithm and its analysis generalize two recent works [BGO`17, Fra18], which in turn
generalize the analysis of matrix scaling in Section 1.5. The paper [BGO`17] studies the special
case when ppiq is the uniform distribution (over a set of size ni) for all i while the paper [Fra18]
studies the special case d “ 2. Our algorithm is a natural common generalization of the algorithms
in [Fra18, BGO`17] while our analysis generalizes the analysis in [BGO`17] replacing the use of
invariants with highest weight vectors (we will explain what these are later).
Let us develop some intuition for the algorithm. It is usually the casewith scaling problems, aswe
saw with matrix scaling, and more generally in the framework of alternating minimization, that one
of the constraints is easy to satisfy by scaling. The same is true for the problem we have at hand. We
are given a tensorX P Tenpn0;n1, . . . , ndq. Suppose we want spec
´
ρ
piq
X
¯
“ ppiq. With the shorthand
p
piq
Ò :“ pppiqni , . . . , ppiq1 q, we act on X by g “
ˆ
I, I, . . . , diag
´
p
piq
Ò
¯1{2 ´
ρ
piq
X
¯´1{2
, . . . , I
˙
, where the
non-trivial element is in the ith location. This is will satisfy the ith constraint. Or indeed, one can
19There is some dependency on the bit complexity of the input that we are ignoring.
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choose any matrix R s.t. RR: “ ρpiqX and act onX by g “
ˆ
I, I, . . . , diag
´
p
piq
Ò
¯1{2
R´1, . . . , I
˙
. This
will also satisfy the ith constraint. By choosing each time to fix the index which is “farthest” from
its target spectrum, we have defined an iterative algorithm (up to the choice of R at each step) that
keeps on alternately fixing the constraints. It turns out that this algorithm works (for any choice of
R at each step!) when ppiq’s are all uniform and converges in a polynomial number of iterations
[BGO`17].
Interestingly, the choice of R that works for general ppiq’s is that of upper triangular matrices!20
This was the choice made in [Fra18] as well. This restriction on scaling factors will make the
analysis more complicated as we shall soon see. One intuitive reason for the difference between the
uniform and the general case is the following: in the general case, we made an arbitrary decision to
try to scale X to have marginals diag
`
ppiq
˘
while we could have chosen to scale it to any ρpiq s.t.
specpρpiqq “ diag `ppiq˘. This choice of basis is not present in the uniform case since all bases are the
same!
This restriction on scaling factors creates another problem: it disconnects the orbit space (see
example below). Thus, we need to initialize the algorithm with a random basis change of the given
input, and only then resume the restricted scaling. This idea is used as well in [Fra18]. We explain,
via an example, why this random basis change (or at least a “clever” basis change) is needed at the
start of the algorithm. Consider the diagonal unit tensor X P Tenp1; 2, 2, 2q, where Xj,k,` “ 1 iff
j “ k “ `. It is easy to see that without the initial randomization, the algorithm (which chooses an
upper triangular R at each step) would only produce diagonal tensors Y (Yj,k,` ‰ 0 iff j “ k “ `).
And the marginals of any such tensor are isospectral. On the other hand, the G-orbit of X is
dense in Tenp1; 2, 2, 2q and so ∆pXq “ ∆p1; 2, 2, 2q. In particular, X can be scaled to tensors with
non-isospectral marginals.
The algorithm is described as Algorithm 1. The following is the main theorem regarding the
analysis of Algorithm 1 from which Theorem 1.7 follows up to an analysis of the bit complexity of
Algorithm 1.
Theorem 1.13 (Tensor scaling). Let X P Tenpn0;n1, . . . , ndq be a (nonzero) tensor whose entries are
Gaussian integers of bitsize no more than b. Also, let p P P`pn1, . . . , ndq with rational entries of bitsize no
more than b such that ppiqni ą 0 for all i “ 1, . . . , d. Finally, let ε ą 0.
Then, with probability at least 1/2, Algorithm 1 either correctly identifies that p R ∆pXq, or it outputs
g P G such that the marginals of Y “ g ¨X are ε-close to p. In fact, we have
‖ρpiqY ´ diagpppiqÒ q‖tr ď ε for i “ 1, . . . , d (5)
in the latter case, where ‖A‖tr “ trr
?
A:As is the trace norm.
Remark 1.14. Note that the condition
‖ρpiqY ´ diag
´
p
piq
Ò
¯
‖tr ď ε
20This choice works for all ppiq’s. We don’t know if this choice of upper-triangularity is necessary. There is also a nice
interpolation between the case of uniform ppiq’s and ppiq’s with distinct entries. See Section 6.4.
21Usually the Cholesky decomposition refers to ρ “ LL: where L is lower triangular. However using such a
decomposition for a different matrix, one can easily obtain ρ “ RR:, where R is upper triangular. Simply set R “ PLP
where P is a permutation matrix which swaps i and n´ i and PρP “ LL:, where L is lower triangular.
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Input: X P Tenpn0;n1, . . . , ndq with Gaussian integer entries (specified as a list of real and complex
parts, each encoded in binary, with bit size ď b) and p P P`pn1, . . . , ndq with rational entries
(specified as a list of numerators and denominators, each encoded in binary, with bit size ď b) such
that ppiqni ą 0 for all i “ 1, . . . , d.
Output: Either the algorithm correctly identifies that p R ∆pXq, or it outputs g P G such that
themarginals ofY :“ g¨X satisfy Eq. (5); in particular themarginals are ε-close to the target spectrap.
Algorithm:
1. Let ` ą 0 be the least integer such that `ppiq has integer entries for all i “ 1, . . . , d (i.e. ` is the
common denominator of all ppiqj ). Let g “ pgp1q, . . . , gpdqq denote the tuple of matrices (gpiq
is ni ˆ ni) whose entries are chosen independently uniformly at random from t1, . . . ,Mu,
whereM :“ 2dK andK :“ p`dmaxdi“1 niqdmaxdi“1 n2i .
2. For i “ 1, . . . , d, if the marginal ρpiqg¨X is singular then output p R ∆pXq and halt.
Otherwise, update gp1q Ð gp1q{ ‖g ¨X‖.
3. For t “ 1, . . . , T :“
R
32 ln 2
ε2
´
3
řd
i“0 log2pniq ` b` d log2pMq
¯V
, repeat the following:
• Compute Y :“ g ¨ X and, for i “ 1, . . . , d, the one-body marginals ρpiqY and the dis-
tances εpiq :“ ‖ρpiqY ´ diagpppiqÒ q‖tr.
• Select an index i P t1, . . . , du for which εpiq is largest. If εpiq ď ε, output g and halt.
• Compute the Cholesky decomposition21ρpiqY “ RpiqpRpiqq:, where Rpiq is an upper-
triangular matrix. Update gpiq Ð diagpppiqÒ q1{2pRpiqq´1gpiq.
4. Output p R ∆pXq.
Algorithm 1: Scaling algorithm for Theorem 1.13
implies that
‖spec
´
ρ
piq
Y
¯
´ diag
´
ppiq
¯
‖1 ď ε
See Lemma 3.3.
To analyze our algorithm and prove Theorem 1.13, we follow a three-step argument similar to
the analysis in Section 1.5. This has been used to great effect for operator scaling and tensor scaling
in [Gur04, GGOW16, BGO`17, Fra18] after identifying the appropriate potential function.
As we described in Section 1.5, the appropriate potential functions to choose are the ones which
are eigenvectors of an appropriate group action. In the matrix scaling case, we were acting by
Tpnq ˆ Tpnq and hence we chose the potential function to be permanent which is an eigenvector
for this group action. In our algorithm, we are acting by the group corresponding to (direct
products of) upper triangular matrices (this is known as the Borel subgroup). So for us, the right
potential functions to consider are functions which are eigenvectors for the action of (tuples of)
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upper triangular matrices. One such class of functions are the so called highest weight vectors from
representation theory22, which we come to next.
What are highest weight vectors? We have the action of G on V “ Tenpn0;n1, . . . , ndq. Let us
consider the space of degree k polynomial functions on V , denoted by CrV sk. The action of G on
V induces an action of G on CrV sk given by pg ¨ P qpvq “ P
`
g´1 ¨ v˘. Consider a tuple of vectors
λ “ `λp1q, . . . ,λpdq˘, λpiq P Zni . Then we say that P is a highest weight vector with weight λ if
g ¨ P “
dź
i“1
niź
j“1
´
g
piq
j,j
¯λpiqj
P
for all g “ `gp1q, . . . , gpdq˘ such that gpiq is an upper triangular matrix for each i. Note that this
necessitates
řni
j“1 λ
piq
j “ ´k for each i. This also necessitates (not trivial to see why) that for all i,
λ
piq
1 ě ¨ ¨ ¨ ě λpiqni .
The following two properties of highest weight vectors will be crucial for our analysis:
1. [[NM84], see Theorem 2.4]: Let p P P`pn1, . . . , ndq be a rational vector. Then p P ∆pXq
iff there exists an integer k ě 1 s.t. λ “ kp has integer entries and there exists a
highest weight vector P with weight λ˚ s.t. pg ¨ P q pXq ‰ 0 for some g P G. Here
λ˚ “
´´
´λp1qn1 , . . . ,´λp1q1
¯
, . . . ,
´
´λpdqnd , . . . ,´λpdq1
¯¯
. This extends a fact used in previous
papers: the uniform vector is is ∆pXq iff some invariant polynomial does not vanish on X .
2. [Proposition 2.9] The space of highestweight vectorswithweightλ˚ is spanned by polynomials
P with integer coefficients that satisfy the following bound
|P pXq| ď pn1 ¨ ¨ ¨ndqk‖X‖k (6)
This extends an identical bound in past papers from invariant polynomials to highest weight
vectors.
We use classical constructions of highest weight vectors [Pro07, BI13, BGO`17] to derive the
second fact. These constructions are only semi-explicit (e.g. it is not clear if they can be evaluated
efficiently), however they suffice for us because we only need a bound on their evaluations for their
use as a potential function. We note that such bounds on their evaluations haven’t been observed
before in the invariant theory literature (except in [BGO`17] for the special case of invariants)
whereas for us they are extremely crucial! We also emphasize that it is crucial for us that the bound
is singly exponential in k. Some naive strategies of using solution sizes for linear systems only yield
bounds that are doubly exponential in k.
The potential function we use is Φpgq “ |P pg ¨Xq|1{k. Here P is some highest weight vector
of degree k (for some k), integer coefficients and weight λ˚ that satisfies pg ¨ P q pXq ‰ 0 as well
as Eq. (6). Such a P exists by the discussion above. Using these properties, a three-step analysis,
similar to the one in Section 1.5, follows the following outline.
22Here we restrict our attention to the action on polynomials because that is what we need to describe the intuition for
the analysis of the algorithm. But the discussion of weight vectors applies to arbitrary (rational) representations of the
group G, see Section 2.1.
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1. [Lower bound]: Since pg ¨ P q pXq ‰ 0 for some g, therefore for a random choice of g,
|P pg ¨Xq| ‰ 0. Furthermore, since we choose g to have integer coefficients, |P pg ¨Xq| ě 1.
After the normalization in Step (2), we get Φpgq ě 1{fpn0, . . . , nd, d, b,Mq. It is not hard to see
that fpn0, . . . , nd, b,Mq ď 2bMd pn0n1 ¨ ¨ ¨ndq2.
2. [Progress per step]: Φpgq increases at each step. Furthermore, if the current spectrum are
“far" from the target spectrum, then one can explicitly bound the increase. Here the highest
weight vector property of P as well as Pinsker’s inequality from information theory play an
important role.
3. [Upper bound]: Φpgq ď n1 ¨ ¨ ¨nd always. This follows from Eq. (6) and the fact that we
maintain the unit norm property of g ¨X after the normalization in Step (2) of the algorithm.
These three steps imply that in a polynomial number of iterations, one should get close to the
target spectrum. A complete analysis is presented in Section 3.2. Note that to ensure that we only
use a polynomial amount of random bits for the initial randomization, we need the highest weight
vectors to have degree at most exponential in the input parameters. This is achieved by relying on
Derksen’s degree bounds [Der01] (see Proposition 2.5).
1.7 Additional discussion
We would like to point out two important distinctions between the analysis for matrix scaling
in Section 1.5 and our analysis here. First is that, as we have seen, there is a major difference
between the uniform and the non-uniform versions of our problem - while this was not the case
for matrix scaling. This phenomenon is general and is a distinction between commutative and
non-commutative group actions. It has to do with the fact that all irreducible representations
of commutative groups are one-dimensional, whereas for non-commutative groups they are not.
Secondly, in the matrix scaling analysis, the upper bound was easy to obtain as well. Whereas for
us, the upper bound step is the hardest and requires the use of deep results in representation theory.
The upper bound steps were the cause of main difficulty in the papers [GGOW16, BGO`17, Fra18]
as well 23 and this is one key point of distinction between commutative and non-commutative group
actions.
We believe that our framework of using the highest weight vectors as potential functions for
the analysis of analytic algorithms is the right way to approach moment polytope problems - even
beyond the cases that we consider in this paper.
The approach taken in [Fra18] (for the case of d “ 2) is one of reducing the non-uniform version
of the problem to the uniform version, which was solved in [GGOW16] for the case of d “ 2 (the
reduction in [GGOW17] is a simple special case of the reduction in [Fra18]). The reduction is
complicated and a bit ad hoc. We generalize this reduction to our setting (d ą 2) in Section 4, and
providing a somewhat more principled view of the reduction along the way. However, it still seems
rather specialized and mysterious compared to the general reduction in geometric invariant theory
from the “non-uniform” to the “uniform” case (also known as the shifting trick, see Section 2.2).
We also note that applying the results of [BGO`17] to the reduction in Section 4 in a black-box
manner does not yield our main theorem (Theorem 1.7) - the number of iterations would be
exponential in the bit-complexity of p, and we would even require an exponential number of bits for
23In some of the papers, lower bound is the hard step, due to the use of a dual kind of potential function.
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the randomization step! To remedy these issues with the reduction in Section 4 one must delve
in to the relationship between the reduction and the invariant polynomials. We will see, by fairly
involved calculation, that invariant polynomials evaluated on the reduction will result in the same
construction of highest weight vectors anyway. This teaches us two lessons:
1. Highest weight vectors are the only suitable potential functions in sight. Though it may have
other conceptual benefits, the reduction in Section 4 is no better than the shifting trick for the
purpose of obtaining potential functions!
2. We had to look at the construction of highest weight vectors in Section 2.4 before calculating
them from the reduction - the calculation might not have been so easy a priori! Again, the
classical construction of highest weight vectors saves the day.
It is interesting to discuss some of the salient features and possible variations of Algorithm 1
(we expand on these points in the main text):
• Iterations and randomness. The algorithm terminates after at most
T “ poly `maxdi“0 ni, d, b, 1{ε˘ iterations and uses log2pMq “ polypmaxdi“0 ni, d, bq bits of
randomness. For fixed or even inverse polynomial ε ą 0, this is polynomial in the input size.
In fact, this is better than the number of iterations in [Fra18]: there, the number of iterations
also depended on
´
p
piq
ni
¯´1
.
• Bit complexity: To get an algorithm with truly polynomial run time, one needs to truncate
the group elements gpiq’s up to polynomial number of bits after the decimal point. We provide
an explanation on why this doesn’t affect the performance of the algorithm in Section 3.3.
• Degenerate spectra. If λpiq is degenerate, i.e. λpiqj “ λpiqk for some j ‰ k, then we may replace
the Cholesky decomposition in step 3 by into two block upper triangular matrices, where the
block sizes are the degeneracies - the set of such matrices is a so-called parabolic subgroup of
the general linear group (Section 6.4). Moreover, the random matrix g need only be generic
up to action of the parabolic subgroup. In particular, when scaling to uniform spectra then no
randomization is required and we can use Hermitian square roots, so Algorithm 1 reduces to
the uniform tensor scaling algorithm of [BGO`17].
• Singular spectra. As written, Item 3 of Algorithm 1 fails if the spectra are singular, that is if
for some i we have ri :“ rank diagpppiqq ă ni. However, in this case, one may first pass to a
smaller tensor tensor X` obtained by restricting the ith index to the last ri coordinates. We’ll
show in Section 3.4 that X` is scalable by upper triangulars to marginals diagpppiqri , . . . , ppiq1 q,
i P rds if and only if X is scalable by upper triangulars to diagp0, . . . , 0, ppiqri , . . . , ppiq1 q, i P rds.
We discuss extensions of Algorithm 1 for more general varieties with “good” parametrizations in
Section 6.
1.8 Conclusions and open problems
We provide an efficient weak membership oracle for moment polytopes corresponding to a natural
class of group actions on tensors. This generalizes recent works on operator and tensor scaling and
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also yields efficient algorithms for promise versions of the one-body quantum marginal problem
and the asymptotic support of Kronecker coefficients. Our work leaves open several interesting
questions some of which we state below.
• Improve the dependency on error ε in the running time of Algorithm 1 to polyplogp1{εqq. As
discussed, this will immediately yield polynomial time algorithms for the one-body quantum
marginal problem. This is open even for the uniform version of the problem. Here the notion
of geodesic convexity of certain “capacity" optimization problems should play a key role (e.g.
see [AZGL`18]).
• Extend the weak membership oracle we develop to moment polytopes of other group
actions, using Kirwan’s gradient flow [Kir84b] as proposed in [Wal14]. The quantitative
tools developed in this paper naturally extend to this setup and will elaborate on this in
forthcoming work.
• Develop separation oracles for moment polytopes. A related question is: can we optimize over
moment polytopes? This will have algorithmic applications on the problem of computing
quantum functionals, as described in [CVZ17]. In this paper, Strassen’s support functionals
are generalized to quantum functionals, which are defined by convex optimization over the
entanglement polytope. Thus, separation oracles for moment polytopes could lead to efficient
algorithms for computing quantum functionals, which are important for comparing tensor
powers (see [Str86, Str88]).
• Find natural instances of combinatorial optimization problems which can be encoded as
moment polytopes. Some examples can be found in [GGOW17].
1.9 Roadmap of the paper
In Section 2, we present results from geometric invariant theory and explain how they can be made
quantitative. We use this in Section 3, where we analyze the proposed tensor scaling algorithm. In
Section 4, we explain how the reduction in [Fra18] can be naturally understood in the framework
of this paper. In Section 5, we show a lower bound on the distance to the moment polytope of any
rational point not contained in it. This lower bound depends only on the description of the rational
point and the dimension of our tensor space V , and it allows us to solve membership problems by
using the tensor scaling algorithm. In Section 6, we extend our algorithm to general varieties and
degenerate spectra. In Appendix A.1 we discuss the Borel polytope, providing an alternate proof
that it is in fact a rational polytope.
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2 Geometric invariant theory
In this section, we present some results from geometric invariant theory that will feature centrally
in the analysis of our algorithm in Section 3. While stated for tensors, all results in this section can
easily be extended to arbitrary rational representations of connected complex reductive algebraic
groups. Most of the results are well known and only some are new. All previously known results
will be cited with references and we will make sure to highlight the new components. Section 2.1
discusses basics of the highest weight theory. Section 2.2 gives a formal definition of the moment
map and also discusses the so called “shifting trick" that reduces the problem of membership in
moment polytopes to a null cone problem. Section 2.3 considers degree bounds for highest weight
vectors which are used to bound the initial randomness used in Algorithm 1. Section 2.4 recalls a
classical construction of highest weight vectors and uses this construction to prove bounds on their
evaluations (crucial in the analysis of Algorithm 1). Section 2.5 develops a necessary and sufficient
condition for Borel scalability (i.e., scaling using tuples of upper-triangular matrices).
As before, let G “ GLpn1q ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆGLpndq,K “ Upn1q ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆUpndq, V “ Tenpn0;n1, . . . , ndq “
Cn0 b Cn1 b . . . b Cnd , and X Ď PpV q a G-stable irreducible projective subvariety (e.g., an orbit
closure).
2.1 Highest weight theory
We first recall the representation theory of GLpnq (see, e.g., [FH13] for an introduction). Let W
be a finite-dimensional GLpnq-representation, equipped with a Upnq-invariant inner product. Let
T pnq Ď GLpnq denote the subgroup consisting of invertible diagonal matrices, called the maximal
torus of GLpnq. Since T pnq is commutative, its action can be jointly diagonalized. Thus, any
finite-dimensional GLpnq-representationW can be written as a direct sum of so-called weight spaces,
W “ ÀωWpωq, where T pnq acts on any vector w P Wpωq as T ¨ w “ χωpT qw for all T P T pnq.
Here, ω is an integer vector and χωpT q “ śnj“1 Tωjj,j . We write ΩpW q for the set of all weights
that occur inW . Now let Bpnq Ď GLpnq denote the Borel subgroup of invertible upper-triangular
matrices, which contains T pnq. A highest weight vector is a vector w PW that is an eigenvector of the
Bpnq-action. Let λ denote its weight, which is now called highest weight. Necessarily, λ1 ě ¨ ¨ ¨ ě λn,
i.e., λ is ordered non-increasingly, and we have that R ¨ w “ χλpRqw for all R P Bpnq, where
χλpRq “ śnj“1Rλjj,j . We denote by HWVλpW q the space of highest weight vectors in W with
highest weight λ. The irreducible representations of GLpnq contain a unique (up to scalar multiple)
highest weight vector and are characterized by its highest weight. We write Vλ for the irreducible
representation (which we always equip with aK-invariant inner product, denoted x´,´y) and vλ
for a highest weight vector (which we choose to be of unit norm). Thus, HWVµpVλq “ Cvλ if λ “ µ,
and zero otherwise. It is known that Bt“0 xvλ, exppAtq ¨ vλy “ trrAdiagpλqs for all nˆ n-matrices A.
It can also be verified that GLpnq ¨ rvλs “ Upnq ¨ rvλs (in particular, this G-orbit is closed). The dual
of an irreducible representation is also irreducible with highest weight λ˚ “ ´λÒ, so that Vλ˚ – Vλ˚ .
We now consider the group G “ GLpn1q ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆGLpndq. All the preceding notions generalize
immediately by considering tuples or tensor products of the relevant objects, and we shall use
similar notation. Thus, the maximal torus is T “ T pn1q ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ T pndq, the Borel subgroup is
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B “ Bpn1q ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆBpndq. Highest weight vectors satisfy
R ¨ w “ χλpRqw, where χλpRq “
dź
i“1
niź
j“1
pRpiqj,jqλ
piq
j (7)
for all tuples R “ pRp1q, . . . , Rpdqq P B, and weight vectors satisfy the same relation restricted
to T Ď B. Weights and highest weight are now tuples λ “ pλp1q, . . . ,λpdqq of integer vectors as
before. The sums
řni
j“1 λ
piq
j are necessarily equal for i “ 1, . . . , d, and we will denote them by |λ|.
Thus, λ{|λ| P P`pn1, . . . , ndq. We denote by HWVλpW q the space of highest weight vectors in
a G-representation W . The irreducible representations of G are again labeled by their highest
weight and denoted by Vλ. Indeed, they are simply given by tensor products of the corresponding
GLpniq-representations, i.e., Vλ “ Vλp1q b . . .bVλpdq ; the same holds for their highest weight vectors.
For every tuple of matrices A “ pAp1q, . . . , Apdqq (Apiq is ni ˆ ni), we have that
Bt“0 xvλ, exppAtq ¨ vλy “
nÿ
i“1
trrApiq diagpλpiqqs, (8)
where exppAtq :“ exppAp1qtq b . . .b exppApdqtq. As before, we write λ˚ “ ppλp1qq˚, . . . , pλp1qq˚q, so
that Vλ˚ – Vλ˚ .
2.2 Moment map and shifting trick
LetW be a G-representation. The associated moment map is defined as
µW : PpW q Ñ Hermpn1q ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆHermpndq, rws ÞÑ µW prwsq “ pµp1qW , . . . , µpdqW q (9)
by the property that
dÿ
i“1
trrµpiqW prwsqApiqs “ Bt“0
xw, exppAtq ¨ wy
xw,wy
for all tuples of matrices A “ pAp1q, . . . , Apdqq (Apiq is ni ˆ ni). Note that µW isK-equivariant, i.e.,
µ
piq
W prpU p1q, . . . , U pdqq ¨wsq “ U piqµpiqW prwsqpU piqq: for all unitary ni ˆ ni-marices U piq and i “ 1, . . . , d.
Given a G-stable irreducible projective subvariety Z Ď PpW q, we define the corresponding moment
or Kirwan polytope by
∆W pZq :“ tpspecpµp1qW prwsqq, . . . , specpµpdqW prwsqqq : rws P Zu Ď P`pn1, . . . , ndq. (10)
It is known that ∆W pZq is always a rational convex polytope [NM84, Kir84b, Kir84a, Bri87] (and
we will see below why this is the case).
In Section 1, we had already seen an example of a moment map and a moment polytope. Indeed,
Eqs. (2) and (3) are precisely the special cases of Eqs. (9) and (10) whenW “ V “ Tenpn0;n1, . . . , ndq,
as follows readily from Eq. (1). Thus, it is natural to think of the moment map as a generalization of
the notion of a ‘marginal’! For a second example, note that Eq. (8) and the fact that GLpnq ¨ rvλs “
Upnq ¨ rvλs imply that µpiqVλprvλsq “ diagpλpiqq, so ∆VλpG ¨ rvλsq “ tλu is a single point.
These two examples can be combined in a simple but useful way, known as the ‘shifting trick’.
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Lemma 2.1 (Shifting trick, geometric part [Bri87]). Let p P P`pn1, . . . , ndq and ` ą 0 an integer such
that λ :“ `p is integral. Let X Ď PpV q be a G-stable irreducible subvariety. Consider the representation
W :“ Sym`pV q b Vλ˚ . Then,
µ
piq
W prY b` b vλ˚sq “ `µpiqV prY sq ` diagppλ˚qpiqq “ `ρpiqY ` diagppλ˚qpiqq (11)
for all rY s P X , ‖Y ‖ “ 1, and i “ 1, . . . , d. In particular, p P ∆pX q if and only if there exists rY s P X such
that µW prY b` b vλ˚sq “ 0.
Proof. By definition, p P ∆pX qmeans that there exists Y P X such that specpρpiqY q “ ppiq “ λpiq{` for
all i “ 1, . . . , d. By applying a suitable element in Upniq, we may in fact assume that
ρ
piq
Y “ diagpppiqÒ q “ ´
1
`
diagppλ˚qpiqq.
for all i “ 1, . . . , d. But note that
µ
piq
W prY b` b vλ˚sq “ `µpiqV prY sq ` µpiqVλ˚ prvλ˚sq “ `ρ
piq
Y ` diagppλ˚qpiqq
(the first equation follows easily from the product rule and the second from the two examples that
we just discussed), so the two conditions are indeed equivalent.
Remark 2.2. Lemma 2.1 can also be stated in the following way: Consider theG-stable irreducible subvariety
Z :“ trXb` b g ¨ vλ˚s : rXs P X , g P Gu of PpSym`pV q b Vλ˚q. Then p P ∆pX q if and only if 0 P ∆pZq.
Lemma 2.1 shows that membership in the moment polytope ∆pX q can always be reduced to
zeros of the moment map – special ‘uniform marginals’ – provided we are willing to work in a
larger space.
The ‘shifting trick’ has an invariant-theoretic counterpart. To state it, consider CrW s “À
k CrW spkq, the algebra of polynomials onW , graded by degree. Then G acts on polynomials P P
CrW spkq by pg ¨P qpXq :“ P pg´1Xq, so eachCrW spkq is also a rational representation ofG. Thus, this
allows us to speak of polynomials that are highest weight vectors and, in particular, of G-invariant
polynomials. Then we have the following result (see, e.g. [Bri87]):
Lemma 2.3 (Shifting trick, invariant-theoretic part). Let λ be a highest weight and ` “ |λ|. Let Q be
a G-invariant polynomial in CrSym`pV q b Vλ˚sGpmq. Then P pXq :“ QpXb` b vλ˚q is a highest weight
vector in HWVmλ˚pCrV sp`mqq. Conversely, every highest weight vector arises in this way.
The significance of Lemma 2.3 is that it allows us to reduce questions about highest weight
vectors to polynomials with the zero highest weight, i.e., invariant polynomials.
2.3 An effective version of Mumford’s theorem
In this section, we prove degree bounds for the nonvanishing of highest weight vectors (Propo-
sition 2.5) using Derksen’s degree bounds in the invariant setting [Der01] and the shifting trick
introduced in Section 2.2. These degree bounds will prove useful to upper bound the initial amount
of randomness needed in Algorithm 1. Bounding the amount of randomness is an easy consequence
of the Schwartz-Zippel lemma and the degree bounds and this is done in Corollary 2.7.
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The following theorem shows that points in the moment polytope are characterized by the
nonvanishing of highest weight vectors in the algebra of polynomials – as perhaps already suggested
by the analogy beween Lemmas 2.1 and 2.3. Since we will be interested in the moment polytope of
the subvariety X Ď PpV q, we state the theorem in this situation (however, it generalizes verbatim to
general G-representations).
Theorem 2.4 ([NM84]). Let p P P`pn1, . . . , ndq with rational entries. Then, p P ∆pX q if and only if
there exists a positive integer k ą 0 such that λ “ kp is integral and there exists a highest-weight vector
P P HWVλ˚pCrV spkqq such that P pXq ‰ 0 for some X P X .
Explicitly, P P HWVλ˚pCrV spkqqmeans that
P pR ¨Xq “ χλ˚pR´1qP pXq “
˜
dź
i“1
niź
j“1
pRpiqj,jqλ
piq
ni`1´j
¸
P pXq (12)
for all R “ pRp1q, . . . , Rpdqq P B. We give a proof of a refinement of Theorem 2.4 in Section 2.5.
Theorem 2.4 alone does not appear to give an efficient way of characterizing the moment
polytope since it provides no bound on the degree k nor a recipe for finding a pointX s.t. P pXq ‰ 0.
In fact, it is known that even deciding the existence of highest-weight vectors is NP-hard [IMW17].
Our algorithm does not solve the membership problem via the dual description provided by
Mumford’s theorem. Instead, suitable highest weight vectors will feature as potential functions in
the analysis of our algorithm!
We will nevertheless require a more effective understanding of Theorem 2.4. This will be the
concern of the remainder of this section. We start by observing that the algebra of highest weight
vectors with highest weight a multiple of p is finitely generated. Thus, Theorem 2.4 can be made
more effective by bounding the degree of the highest weight vectors that need to be considered.
This is achieved by our next result, which relies on recent degree bounds by Derksen [Der01]:
Proposition 2.5 (Effective Mumford’s Theorem). Let p P P`pn1, . . . , ndq and ` ą 0 an integer such
that λ “ `p is integral. If p P ∆pX q, then there exists an integer m ą 0 and a highest weight vector
P P HWVmλ˚pCrV sp`mqq of degree `m ď K, where
K :“ ``dmaxdi“1 ni˘dmaxdi“1 n2i ,
such that P pXq ‰ 0 for some X P X .
Proof. By Lemma 2.3, any highest weight vector can be written as P pXq “ Q `Xb` b vλ˚˘, where Q
is a G-invariant polynomial onW “ Sym`pV q b Vλ˚ . Thus, by Theorem 2.4, p R ∆pX q if and only if
Q
`
Xb` b vλ˚
˘ “ 0 for all X P X and all nonconstant homogeneous polynomials Q P CrW sG. By
definition, the latter means that Xb` b vλ˚ is in the null cone of the G-action onW or, equivalently,
of the action of the subgroup G˜ “ SLpn1q ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ SLpndq.24 The latter has finite kernel, so Derksen’s
degree bound from [Der01, Proposition 2.1] is applicable. It shows that the null cone is already
defined by G-invariant polynomials of degree
m ď Ht´m˜Am˜ ď Hd
´řd
i“1 niλ
piq
1
¯řd
i“1pn2i´1q ď pH`dqdH2{`,
24Since the action is scale invariant for each GLpniq.
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where H :“ maxdi“1 ni, A :“
řd
i“1 niλ
piq
1 , m˜ :“
řd
i“1pn2i ´ 1q, and t :“
řd
i“1 n2i . Since degpP q “
`degpQq, we obtain the desired degree bound.
In Section 2.4, we will prove bounds on the evaluation of highest weight vectors (Proposition 2.9).
Proposition 2.5 shows that we only need to consider finitely many highest weight vectors to test
whether p P ∆pX q (e.g., a basis of the space of all highest weight vectors of degree ď K). However,
we still need to test if P pXq ‰ 0 for some X P X . How can we find such an X? Clearly, P pXq ‰ 0
for some X P X iff P pXq ‰ 0 for generic X P X , so:
Corollary 2.6 ([Bri87]). p P ∆pX q if and only if p P ∆pXq for generic X P X .
In fact, ∆pX q “ ∆pXq for generic X P X , since both are rational convex polytopes. This can be
seen from the nontrivial fact that the algebra of all highest weight vectors is also finitely generated
[Gro73].
To make Corollary 2.6 effective, we need a way to select generic elements in X . This may be
done using the Schwartz-Zippel lemma – provided we have a suitable parametrization of X . We
will show how to do this in full generality in Section 6.2. We will also show there that if λpiq is
degenerate i.e. λpiqj “ λpiqk for j ‰ k, we can use significantly fewer (sometimes even zero!) random
bits to generate X . For now, we only carry this out for X “ G ¨X . This is critical for our analysis of
Item 1 in Algorithm 1.
Corollary 2.7 (Good starting points). Let X P Tenpn0;n1, . . . , ndq. Suppose p P ∆pXq and ` ą 0 such
that λ :“ `p is integral. LetMpnq denote the space of nˆ n matrices. Choose all maxdi“1 n2i entries of the
d-tuple of matrices A “ pAp1q, . . . , Apdqq PMpn1q ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆMpndq independently and uniformly at random
from t1, . . . ,Mu, with
M “ 2dK, K :“ ``dmaxdi“1 ni˘dmaxdi“1 n2i .
Set
Z “ A ¨X :“
´
Ap1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bApdq
¯
X.
Then, there exists a highest weight vector P P HWVmλ˚pCrV sp`mqq of degree 0 ă `m ď K such that, with
probability at least 1{2, P pA ¨Xq ‰ 0.
Proof. Set λ :“ `p. According to Proposition 2.5, there exists a highest weight vector P P
HWVmλ˚pCrV sp`mqq of degree 0 ă `m ď K such that P pY q ‰ 0 for some Y P X “ G ¨X . Then
QpAq :“ P pA ¨Xq is not equal to the zero polynomial onM :“Mpn1q ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆMpndq. If this were
not the case, then P would vanish in the Zariski dense (in X ) set G ¨X , contradicting P pY q ‰ 0. Its
degree is no larger than dK, so the Schwartz-Zippel lemma implies that for our random choice
of A, QpAq “ P pA ¨Xq ‰ 0 with probability at least 1{2.
2.4 Construction of highest weight vectors
In this section, we will recall a classical construction of the space of highest weight vectors
HWVλ˚pCrV spkqq in the polynomial ring (cf. [Pro07, BI13, BGO`17]) and prove a bound on their
evaluation. This bound will be crucial in the analysis of Algorithm 1. Here, λ is a highest weight
with |λ| “ k.
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Any polynomial P P CrV spkq can be written as P pXq “ ppXbkq, where p is a linear form in
pV bkq˚. If P is a highest weight vector then we can assume that p itself is a highest weight vector of
the same highest weight. Next, note that
HWVλ˚ppV bkq˚q “ ppCn0qbkq˚ bHWVpλp1qq˚pppCn1qbkq˚q b . . .bHWVpλpdqq˚pppCndqbkq˚q.
(13)
The right-hand side spaces are the spaces of highest-weight vectors for a single GLpniq, and so are
labeled by a single partition
`
λpiq
˘˚.
We thus start by constructing HWVµ˚pppCnqbkq˚q for a single GLpnq. Here, µ1 ě ¨ ¨ ¨ ě µn are
integers with
řd
j“1 µj “ k. It is well-known that this space is nonzero only if µn ě 0, i.e., µ is a
partition of k into at most n parts.
First, consider the linear form Det` P ppCnqb`q˚ given by
Det`pv1 b . . .b v`q :“ det rpviqn`1´jsi,j“1,...,`
where we assume that ` ď n (i.e., interpret the vectors as the columns of an n ˆ `-matrix and
compute the determinant of the bottom-most ` ˆ `-block). Clearly, Det` ‰ 0 since it is nonzero
on, e.g., the last ` standard basis vectors of Cn. We claim that Det` is a highest weight vector of
weight p0, . . . , 0,´1, . . . ,´1q, with `minus ones and n´ ` zeros. Indeed, if R is an upper-triangular
nˆ n-matrix then
pR ¨Det`qpv1 b . . .b v`q “ Det`pR´1v1 b . . .bR´1v`q “ det
“pR´1viqn`1´j‰i,j“1,...,`
“ det
”ř`
j1“1
`
R´1
˘
n`1´j,n`1´j1 pviqn`1´j1
ı
i,j“1,...,`
“
˜ź`
j“1
pRn`1´j,n`1´jq´1
¸
Detlpv1 b . . .b v`q
where the last step follows from the multiplicativity of the ordinary determinant.
Now recall that the highest weight µ is a partition of k into at most n parts. Let µ1 denote its
transpose, i.e., µ11 is the height of the first column of µ, etc., up to the last column, whose height
is µ1µ1 Note that each µ
1
j ď n and
ř
j µ
1
j “ k. Thus we can consider the vector
Detµ˚ :“ Detµ11 b . . .bDetµ1µ1 P ppCnqbkq˚
which is thus a nonzero highest weight vector of highest weight µ˚ “ p´µn, . . . ,´µ1q. We can
produce many further highest weight vectors by permuting the k tensor factors by some pi P Sk:
Detµ˚,pipv1 b . . .b vkq :“ Detµ˚pvpip1q b . . .b vpipkqq
Lemma 2.8. The linear forms Detµ˚,pi for pi P Sk span HWVµ˚pppCnqbkq˚q.
Proof. Schur-Weyl duality asserts that the space of highest weight vectors is an irreducible Sk-
representation. It is therefore spanned by the Sk-orbit of any nonzero vector.
As a direct consequence of Lemma 2.8 and the discussion surrounding Eq. (13), we obtain that
the polynomials
P pXq :“ pεi1,...,ik bDetpλp1qq˚,pip1q b . . .bDetpλpdqq˚,pipdqqpXbkq, (14)
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span the space of highest weight vectors HWVλ˚pCrV spkqq. Here, we have i1, . . . , ik P t1, . . . , n0u,
pip1q, . . . , pipdq P Sk, and εi1,...,im denotes the dual basis of the standard product basis of pCn0qbm.
We summarize in the following proposition, where we also establish a bound on their evaluation.
We note that while the bound on the evaluations is an elementary consequence of the above
construction, this has not appeared before in the literature. At the same time, this is a crucial part
of our analysis of Algorithm 1.
Proposition 2.9. The space of highest weight vectors HWVλ˚pCrV spkqq is nonzero only if λpiqni ě 0
for all i “ 1, . . . , d. In this case, it is spanned by the polynomials P pXq defined in Eq. (14), where
i1, . . . , ik P t1, . . . , n0u and pip1q, . . . , pipdq P Sk. These are polynomials with integer coefficients, and they
satisfy the bound
|P pXq| ď pn1 . . . ndqk‖X‖k
for all tensors X P V .
Proof. It only remains to verify the bound. For this, let X P V “ Tenpn0;n1, . . . , ndq be an arbitrary
tensor. Expand
X “
n1ÿ
jp1q“1
. . .
ndÿ
jpdq“1
vjp1q,...,jpdq b ejp1q b . . .b ejpdq ,
where the vjp1q,...,jpdq are vectors in Cn0 and the ejpiq the standard basis vectors of Cni , i “ 1, . . . , d.
Thus,
Xbk “
ÿ
Jp1q : rksÑrn1s
. . .
ÿ
Jpdq : rksÑrnds
´
bkα“1vJp1qpαq,...,Jpdqpαq
¯
b
´
bkα“1eJp1qpαq
¯
b
. . .b
´
bkα“1eJpdqpαq
¯
and so
P pXq “
ÿ
Jp1q : rksÑrn1s
. . .
ÿ
Jpdq : rksÑrnds
εi1,...,ik
´
bkα“1vJp1qpαq,...,Jpdqpαq
¯
¨Detpλp1qq˚,pip1q
´
bkα“1eJp1qpαq
¯
¨ ¨ ¨Detpλpdqq˚,pipdq
´
bkα“1eJpdqpαq
¯
.
Let’s consider a single summand. The first factor is a product of k many components of the vectors
vjp1q,...,jpdq , and so is bounded in absolute value by ‖X‖k. The remaining factors are products of
determinants of submatrices of matrices whose columns are standard basis vectors, hence equal to
zero or ˘1. Together,
|P pXq| ď
ÿ
Jp1q : rksÑrn1s
. . .
ÿ
Jpdq : rksÑrnds
‖X‖k “ pn1 ¨ ¨ ¨ndqk‖X‖k.
so we obtain the desired bound.
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2.5 Borel scaling
In this section, we prove a necessary and sufficient condition for scalability using upper-triangular
matrices (i.e., the Borel subgroup) in terms of the non vanishing behavior of highest weight vectors.
We claim no originality for this connection - this is probably well known to experts in geometric
invariant theory. In fact, Proposition 2.11 and Corollary 2.14 can also be proved as a consequence of
(the analysis of) our algorithm! But we believe that it is useful to give an independent argument
which explains the initial randomization in Algorithm 1 and puts it into a general context.
Definition 2.10 (Borel “polytope”). Define the Borel polytope ∆BpY q Ă ∆pY q by
∆BpXq :“
!
p : diag
´
p
piq
Ò
¯
“ ρpiqY , . . . ,diag
´
p
pdq
Ò
¯
“ ρpdqY for some Y P B ¨ rXs
)
. (15)
Equivalently, p P ∆BpXq if and only if there exists rY s P B ¨ rXs such that spec
´
ρ
piq
Y
¯
“ ppiq for all
i “ 1, . . . , d.
It is a well known fact that ∆BpXq is a polytope, but we only review the argument much later in
Appendix A.1, hence the quotations.
Proposition 2.11 (Borel scaling). LetX P Tenpn0;n1, . . . , ndq be a (nonzero) tensor, p P P`pn1, . . . , ndq,
k ą 0, and λ :“ kp. If there exists a highest weight vector P P HWVλ˚pCrV spkqq such that P pXq ‰ 0,
then p P ∆BpXq.
Proof. Assume P P HWVλ˚pCrV spkqq and P pXq ‰ 0. We first show Xbk b vλ˚ PW :“ SymkpV q b
Vλ˚ is not in the null cone, i.e., that
inf
gPG‖pg ¨Xq
bk b pg ¨ vλ˚q‖ “ inf
RPB‖pR ¨Xq
bk b pR ¨ vλ˚q‖ ą 0. (16)
The equality follows from the QR-decomposition and unitary invariance of the norm. Thus, using
Eq. (7),
‖pR ¨Xqbk b pR ¨ vλ˚q‖ “ ‖R ¨X‖k |χλ˚pRq|.
On the other hand, the assumption and Eq. (12) show that
P pR ¨Xqχλ˚pRq “ P pXq ‰ 0,
and hence
‖R ¨X‖k |χλ˚pRq| “ |P pXq|
|P
´
R¨X
‖R¨X‖
¯
|
ě |P pXq|
sup‖Z‖“1|P pZq| ą 0,
where we used that P is a continuous function, so its supremum on the space of tensors of unit
norm is finite. This uniform lower bound establishes Eq. (16).
In view of Eq. (16), the infimum can be attained by Y bk b vλ˚ for some rY s P B ¨ rXs. We may
assume that Y is a unit vector (otherwise rescale X appropriately). Since Y bk b vλ˚ has minimal
norm in its G-orbit, its squared norm does not change to first order under the infinitesimal action of
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any one-parameter subgroup, such as exppAtq, where A “ pAp1q, . . . , Apdqq is a tuple of Hermitian
ni ˆ ni-matrices. But then
0 “ Bt“0 1
2
‖exppAtq ¨
´
Y bk b vλ˚
¯
‖2 “ µW prY bk b vλ˚sq,
by definition of the moment map (Eq. (9)), so it follows from Eq. (11) that ρpiqY “ diag
´
p
piq
Ò
¯
for all
i “ 1, . . . , d. Thus, p P ∆BpXq.
Of course, the conclusion of the proposition is equivalent to the statement that for all ε ą 0 there
exists R P B such that the marginals of R ¨X are ε-close to the prescribed ones.
The proof of the above proposition uses the following notion of “capacity" which generalizes
the optimization problems considered in [Gur04, GGOW16, BGO`17].
Definition 2.12 (p-capacity). Given a tensor X P Tenpn0;n1, . . . , ndq and p P P`pn1, . . . , ndq, define
capacityppXq “ inf
RPB‖pR ¨Xq‖|χp˚pRq|
Here B is the Borel subgroup (tuples of upper triangular matrices). And
χp˚pRq “
dź
i“1
niź
j“1
´
R
piq
j,j
¯´ppiqn`1´j
The proof of Proposition 2.11 yields the following connection: X is Borel-scalable to marginals
p iff capacityppXq ą 0. The proof of Proposition 2.11 when combined with Proposition 2.9 also
yields the following lower bound on capacity. This greatly generalizes the lower bounds in
[Gur04, GGOW16, GGOW17, BGO`17].
Theorem 2.13. LetX P Tenpn0;n1, . . . , ndq be a tensor with integer entries s.t. capacityppXq ą 0. Then
capacityppXq ě 1n1 ¨ ¨ ¨nd
Proposition 2.11 implies that it suffices to scale by elements from the Borel subgroup – provided
we randomize the starting point. Indeed, if p P ∆pX q then we may first select a generic X P X such
that P pXq ‰ 0 for some highest weight vector (e.g., using Corollary 2.7), which is precisely what
we do in our algorithm. We summarize:
Corollary 2.14. Let p P ∆pXq. Then, for generic Y P G ¨X , we have p P ∆BpXq.
We also have the following converse to Proposition 2.11.
Proposition 2.15. Let X P Tenpn0;n1, . . . , ndq be a (nonzero) tensor and p P P`pn1, . . . , ndq. Let
` ą 0 such that λ :“ `p is integral. If p P ∆BpXq, then there exists m ą 0 and a highest weight vector
P P HWVmλ˚pCrV sp`mqq such that P pXq ‰ 0.
Sketch of proof. Consider Z :“ Y b` b vλ˚ P W :“ Sym`pV q b Vλ˚ . By Lemma 2.1, the assumption
means that µW prZsq “ 0. As in [BGO`17, Proof of Theorem 3.2], one can show that Z is a vector
of minimal norm in its G-orbit. Therefore, 0 R G ¨ pY b` b vλ˚q and so there exists a homogeneous
G-invariant polynomial Q P CrSym`pV q b Vλ˚spmq for some m ą 0 such that QpZq ‰ 0. But then
P pZq “ QpZbk b vλ˚q is a highest weight vector of highest weight k “ `m such that P pY q ‰ 0.
Since P is an eigenvector of the B-action and rY s P B ¨ rXs, it follows that also P pXq ‰ 0.
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3 Analysis of Algorithm 1
In this section we analyze our tensor scaling algorithm, Algorithm 1. Section 3.1 contains an analysis
of the progress made per step (Proposition 3.1). Section 3.2 contains the proof of Theorem 1.13.
Section 3.3 contains a sketch of bit-complexity analysis of Algorithm 1. Section 3.4 contains a
reduction from the singular spectra setting to the setting of non-singular spectra.
3.1 Scaling step
Consider a single scaling step (3 inAlgorithm 1). Given a tensor Y (of unit `2 norm)with nonsingular
marginals, this amounts to the update
Y Ð Y 1 :“ diag
´
p
piq
Ò
¯1{2 ´
Rpiq
¯´1 ¨ Y
where ρpiqY “ RpiqpRpiqq: is the Cholesky decomposition of the i-th marginal. Here ppiqÒ denotes´
p
piq
ni , . . . , p
piq
1
¯
.
The following proposition shows that the highest weight vectors grow by a constant factor in
each scaling step.
Proposition 3.1 (Progress per step). Let P P HWVλ˚pCrV spkqq and p :“ λ{k. Then,
|P pY 1q| ě 2 k32 ln 2
∥∥∥diag´ppiqÒ ¯´ρpiq∥∥∥2tr |P pY q|.
The following crucial lemma is needed for the proof. We delay its proof until after the proof of
Proposition 3.1.
Lemma 3.2. Let ρ be a PSD n ˆ n-matrix with unit trace such that ρ “ RR:, where R is an arbitrary
n ˆ n-matrix. Then, q “ p|R1,1|2, . . . , |Rn,n|2q is a subnormalized probability distribution, and, for any
probability distribution p,
DKLpp}qq ě 1
16 ln 2
‖diagppq ´ ρ‖2tr.
where DKLpp}qq :“ řnj“1 pj log2ppj{qjq is the KL-divergence.
Proposition 3.1 follows straightforwardly from Lemma 3.2:
Proof of Proposition 3.1: SinceP is a highest-weight vector anddiagpppiqÒ q1{2pRpiqq´1 is upper-triangular,
Eq. (12) shows that
|P pY 1q|2 “
˜
niź
j“1
pppiqni`1´jqkp
piq
ni`1´j |Rpiqj,j |´2kp
piq
ni`1´j
¸
|P pY q|2
“
˜
niź
j“1
pppiqni`1´jqp
piq
ni`1´j |Rpiqj,j |´2p
piq
ni`1´j
¸k
|P pY q|2
“ 2kDKLpppiqÒ }qpiqq|P pY q|2 ě 2 k16 ln 2
∥∥∥diag´ppiqÒ ¯´ρpiq∥∥∥2tr |P pY q|2.
The inequality is Lemma 3.2, which applies because Y is unit norm and hence ρpiq is unit trace.
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Proof of Lemma 3.2: To see that q is subnormalized, observe that
nÿ
j“1
qj “
nÿ
j“1
|Rj,j |2 ď trrRR:s “ trrρs “ 1.
On the one hand, we can now apply Pinsker’s inequality in the form [Wil13, Thm. 10.8.1], where
the second distribution is allowed to be subnormalized:
DKLpp}qq ě 1
2 ln 2
‖p´ q‖21 “ 12 ln 2‖diagppq ´ diagpqq‖
2
tr.
On the other hand,
DKLpp}qq “ DKLpp}q{‖q‖1q ´ log2‖q‖1 ě ´ log2‖q‖1 ě 1ln 2 p1´ ‖q‖1q ,
since lnx ď x´ 1 for all x ą 0. Further,
1
ln 2
p1´ ‖q‖1q “ 1
ln 2
nÿ
j‰k
|Rj,k|2 “ 1
ln 2
‖R´ diagprq‖2F ě 14 ln 2‖ρ´ diagpqq‖
2
tr,
where r “ pR1,1, . . . , R,n,nq is the diagonal ofR. In the last step, we used that for any twomatricesA
and B, ‖AA: ´ BB:‖tr ď ‖A ` B‖F ‖A ´ B‖F ď p‖A‖F ` ‖B‖F q‖A ´ B‖F (see [Bha13, Proof of
X.2.4]). Averaging both inequalities, we find that
DKLpp}qq ě 1
4 ln 2
‖diagppq ´ diagpqq‖2tr ` 18 ln 2‖ρ´ diagpqq‖
2
tr
ě 1
8 ln 2
`‖diagppq ´ diagpqq‖2tr ` ‖ρ´ diagpqq‖2tr˘
ě 1
16 ln 2
p‖diagppq ´ diagpqq‖tr ` ‖ρ´ diagpqq‖trq2
ě 1
16 ln 2
‖diagppq ´ ρ‖2tr.
The following lemma can be found in [Bha13].
Lemma 3.3 (Lemma IV.3.2 in [Bha13]). Let A and B be Hermitian matrices. Then
‖A´B‖tr ě ‖specpAq ´ specpBq‖1
Here specpAq denotes the vector of eigenvalues of A arranged in decreasing order.
As a consequence, we get that at the end of Algorithm 1, the output tensor Y “ g ¨X satisfies
‖spec
´
ρ
piq
Y
¯
´ diag
´
ppiq
¯
‖1 ď ε
for all i “ 1 to d.
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3.2 Proof of Theorem 1.13
In this section, we prove Theorem 1.13 which we restate for convenience.
Theorem 1.13 (Tensor scaling). Let X P Tenpn0;n1, . . . , ndq be a (nonzero) tensor whose entries are
Gaussian integers of bitsize no more than b. Also, let p P P`pn1, . . . , ndq with rational entries of bitsize no
more than b such that ppiqni ą 0 for all i “ 1, . . . , d. Finally, let ε ą 0.
Then, with probability at least 1/2, Algorithm 1 either correctly identifies that p R ∆pXq, or it outputs
g P G such that the marginals of Y “ g ¨X are ε-close to p. In fact, we have
‖ρpiqY ´ diagpppiqÒ q‖tr ď ε for i “ 1, . . . , d (5)
in the latter case, where ‖A‖tr “ trr
?
A:As is the trace norm.
Proof of Theorem 1.13. Let X P Tenpn0;n1, . . . , ndq be a tensor whose entries are Gaussian integers,
p P P`pn1, . . . , ndq a rational spectrum such that ppiqni ą 0 for all i “ 1, . . . , d, and ε ą 0. Assume that
p P ∆pXq. We need to show that, with probability at least 1/2, Algorithm 1 terminates in step 3 by
outputting an appropriate scaling.
In step 1 we select a tuple of random matrices g according to the parameters explained in
Corollary 2.7.
Thus it follows fromCorollary 2.7 that, with probability at least 1/2, g ¨X ‰ 0 and rg ¨Xs P G ¨ rXs
and there exists a highest weight vector P P HWVλ˚pCrV spkqq of degree 0 ă k ď K, where λ “ kp,
such that P pg ¨Xq ‰ 0.
We may condition on this event. By Proposition 2.9, we may further assume that P has integer
coefficients and that it satisfies the bound
|P pY q| ď pn1 . . . ndqk‖Y ‖ (17)
for all tensors Y P V .
For step 2, note that P pg ¨Xq ‰ 0, so p P ∆pg ¨Xq. On the other hand, the ranks of the one-body
marginals ρpiq are invariant under scaling by the group action G [dur00, BGO`17]. Therefore, since
the target spectra ppiq have full rank by assumption, this means that the ρpiqg¨X necessarily must have
full rank also. It follows that the algorithm does not halt and instead proceeds to step 3. This also
implies that g is not singular and is hence actually in G, because ρpiqg¨X “ gpiqAgpiq,: for some matrix
A, and this would be singular if gpiq were singular.
We now move to the scaling step 3. Let us denote by grts P G the value of the group element g
at the beginning of the t-th iteration, and by Y rts :“ grts ¨X the corresponding tensor. Suppose
for sake of finding a contradiction that the algorithm has not terminated after T steps but instead
proceeds to 4. We will prove the following three statements:
• Lower bound: |P pY r1sq| ě 2´kp2řdi“0 log2pniq`b`d log2pMqq,
• Progress per step: |P pY rt` 1sq| ą 2 k32 ln 2 ε2 |P pY rtsq| for t “ 1, . . . , T ,
• Upper bound: |P pY rtsq| ď 2křdi“1 log2pniq.
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For the lower bound, note that gr1s “ pgp1q{‖g ¨X‖, gp2q, . . . , gpdqq and so Y r1s :“ g ¨X{‖g ¨X‖. Now,
|P pY r1sq| “ |P pg ¨Xq|‖g ¨X‖k ě
1
‖g ¨X‖k ,
since P is homogeneous and both P and g ¨X have integer coefficients only. On the other hand,
‖g ¨X‖ ď ‖X‖
dź
i“1
‖gpiq‖op ď ‖X‖
dź
i“1
‖gpiq‖F ď
?
2n0n1 . . . nd2
b
dź
i“1
pniMq
“2 12` 12 log2pn0n1...ndq`b`log2pn1...ndq`d log2pMq ď 22
řd
i“0 log2pniq`b`d log2pMq,
where ‖¨‖op denotes the operator norm (assuming n0n1 ¨ ¨ ¨nd ą 1). Thus the lower bound follows.
The progress per step follows directly from the analysis in the preceding section (Proposition 3.1)
and the fact that Y rts remain unit vectors throughout, which we prove below. The upper bound
also follows from the fact that Y rts remain unit vectors throughout and Eq. (17). The unit norm
condition is clear for Y r1s, and for t “ 1, . . . , T we have that
‖Y rt` 1s‖2 “ trrρpiqY rtss
“ trrdiagpppiqÒ q1{2pRpiqq´1ρpiqY rt´1sppRpiqq´1q: diagpppiqÒ q1{2s
“ trrdiagpppiqÒ qs “ 1,
where i is the index of the marginal that we selected in the t-th scaling step and Rpiq the Cholesky
factor of ρpiqY rts. Thus we have proved all three statements. Together, they imply that
Tk
32 ln 2
ε2 ă k
˜
dÿ
i“1
log2pniq
¸
` k
˜
2
dÿ
i“0
log2pniq ` b` d log2pMq
¸
The k appears on both sides (which is indeed crucial since k could be exponential in the input
parameters!) and we get that
T
32 ln 2
ε2 ă
dÿ
i“1
log2pniq ` 2
dÿ
i“0
log2pniq ` b` d log2pMq ď 3
dÿ
i“0
log2pniq ` b` d log2pMq
and so
T ă 32 ln 2
ε2
˜
3
dÿ
i“0
log2pniq ` b` d log2pMq
¸
,
which is the desired contradiction.
3.3 Bit complexity analysis of Algorithm 1
In this section, we give a sketch on how to implement Algorithm 1 so that all the intermediate
computations are done on numbers with polynomial number of bits. The analysis we provide seems
simpler than the analysis in [GGOW16, Fra18]. We use notation from the proof of Theorem 1.13 in
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Section 3.2. We will maintain the group elements grts’s. Suppose the algorithm, given grts, would
have chosen to normalize the ith coordinate. That is, it would have multiplied A to the ith element
of grts. We will truncate A to obtain B, and set grt` 1s to be B multiplied to the ith coordinate of
grts (we will also normalize by an appropriate factor close to 1 to be specified later). The truncation
will be done to a fixed number of bits after the binary point.
Suppose we have a tensor Y “ Y rts “ grts ¨X (at some point t) and a marginal ρpiqY that is at
least ε-far from diagpppiqÒ q. Assume moreover that we know that λmin
´
ρ
pkq
Y
¯
ě 2´C for all k P rds
(for C ě 0) and that ‖Y ‖ ď 1.
Consider the Cholesky factorization ρpiqY “ RR: (R upper triangular) and define
A :“ diag
´
p
piq
Ò
¯1{2
R´1.
We will use the notation À to suppress polynomial factors in maxi ni, d, b. Note that
‖A‖2 ď ‖R´1‖2 “ ‖ρ´1‖tr À λ´1minpρq À 2C .
Let B be a truncation of A to Q bits after the binary point to be determined later. (In total we need
Opn2i pC `Qqq bits to store B). This means that
‖A´B‖ À 2´Q,
and, as a consequence, ∣∣∣∣ |Bjj ||Ajj | ´ 1
∣∣∣∣ ď |Bjj ´Ajj ||Ajj | À 2´Q‖Y ‖ ď 2´Q, (18)
where we used that |Ajj | Á |Rjj |´1 ě ‖R‖´1 “ ‖Y ‖´1. Now,
|P pB ¨ Y q|2 “
ź
j
|Bjj |2kp
piq
Ò,j |P pY q|2 “ 2
ř
j 2kp
piq
Ò,j log|Bjj ||P pY q|2
“ 2
ř
j 2kp
piq
Ò,j log
|Bjj |
|Ajj | |P pA ¨ Y q|2 ě 2
ř
j 2kp
piq
Ò,j log
|Bjj |
|Ajj | 2kcε
2 |P pY q|2
where c “ 1{32 ln 2. The last step is only applicable if ‖Y ‖ ď 1 (Proposition 3.1 applies even if
‖Y ‖ ď 1), so we will make sure that that is satisfied throughout. Assuming 2´Q ď c1ε2{2, which is
ď 1{2, Eq. (18) implies that
∣∣∣log |Bjj ||Ajj | ∣∣∣ À cε2{2, and so
|P pB ¨ Y q|2 ě 2kcε2{2|P pY q|2,
so we make progress.
Let’s see how the norm changed under this scaling step:
‖B ¨ Y ‖ ď ‖B ´A‖‖Y ‖` ‖A ¨ Y ‖ “ ‖B ´A‖‖Y ‖` 1 ď 2´Q‖Y ‖` 1 ď 2´Q ` 1
However, we wanted the norm to remain ď 1 throughout. So we will normalize by a factor of
κ “ 2´Q ` 1. Then ∣∣∣∣P ˆ1κB ¨ Y
˙ ∣∣∣∣2 ě 2kcε2{2´2k logpκq|P pY q|2,
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So as long as 2´Q ! ε2, we still make progress.
Finally, let’s lower-bound the smallest eigenvalue of the new marginals. Assume first that we
applied A, not B. Then the i-th marginal would be diagpppiqÒ q, hence λmin
`
ρpiq
˘ ě ppiqni , while λmin
decreases by a most a factor of ppiqni for all other marginals since we have
λminpA:Aq ě ppiqni λmin
ˆ´
ρ
piq
Y
¯´1˙ “ ppiqni λ´1max ´ρpiqY ¯ ě ppiqni‖Y ‖ ě ppiqni .
On the other hand,
‖B ¨ Y ´A ¨ Y ‖ ď 2´Q,
so the ideal marginals should be Op2´Qq close to the real marginals (in particular their eigenvalues).
If we choose Q such that 2´Q ď 2´pC`1q, say, then this should mean that, roughly speaking,
λmin ě 2´C´1 after the step. The normalization by κ also doesn’t affect the λmin much. If we run for
T iterations, which will turn out to be polynomial by the above analysis, C will remain bounded
by T polypmaxi ni, d, bq. Thus Q can be chosen to be OpT polypmaxi ni, d, bqq and the total bit size
remains bounded throughout the algorithm.
3.4 Singular spectra
Definition 3.4. Let ri :“ rank diagpppiqq. Define ppiq,` :“ pp1, . . . , priq, and p` “ ppp1q,`, . . . ,ppdq,`q,
define X` P Tenn0;r1,...,rdpCq to be the restriction of X to the coordinates n1 ´ rj ` 1 ď ij ď nj for all
j P rds, and define B` “ Bpr1q ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆBprdq.
The following lemma shows that to determine scalability of X by B to specified marginals, it is
enough to consider scalability of X` by B` to the “positive parts” of the same marginals.
Lemma 3.5. p` P ∆B`pX`q if and only if p P ∆BpXq. Furthermore, if b` P B` such that b` ¨X` has
marginals that are {2-close to p`, then by in linear time one can obtain b P B such that b ¨X has marginals
that are -close to p.
Proof. Suppose p` P ∆B`pXq and b` P B` such that b` ¨X` has marginals that are {2-close to p`.
It will be trivial to obtain b - simply set b to be the block-diagonal matrix pδIni´ri ‘ b`q, where δ is
at most, say, 1{d{p4}X}q.
On the other hand, suppose p P ∆BpXq. By Proposition 2.15 and Proposition 2.9, there exists a
highest weight vector P of weight λ˚ (for some k s.t. λ “ kp is integral) such that P pXq ‰ 0. Since
P has weight λ˚ and ppiqri`1 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ ppiqni “ 0, we have
P pXq “ P ppδIni´riq ‘ Iriq ¨Xq
for all i and all δ ą 0. Applying this in succession for i “ 1, . . . d and allowing δ Ñ 0 shows
P pXq “ P ppX`q´q, where for Y P Tenn0;r1,...,rdpCq we define pY q´ to be the “padded” element
of Tenn0;n1,...,ndpCq agreeing with Y on coordinates i0, i1, . . . , id where n1 ´ rj ` 1 ď ij ď nj for
all j P rds and zero on all other coordinates. Now it’s easy to check that P` : Y Ñ P ppY q´q is
a highest weight vector of weight pλ`q˚ (λ` “ kp`) for the action of GLpr1q ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ GLprdq on
Tenn0;r1,...,rdpCq and P`pX`q ‰ 0. By Proposition 2.11, p` P ∆B`pX`q.
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The lemma implies that we can modify Algorithm 1 to prove Theorem 1.7, namely that there is
an efficient scaling algorithm that works even if the target marginals are singular.
Corollary 3.6. Theorem 1.7 is true.
Proof. We modify Algorithm 1 as follows: Before Item 2, simply replace g ¨X by pg ¨Xq`. Perform
Item 3 using X0 “ pg ¨Xq` as the initial tensor and updating a Borel b` P B` in each step. If ever
b` ¨X0 is close enough to satisfying the marginal condition, obtain b from b` as in Lemma 3.5 and
output bg.
We proceed with the analysis. As in the proof of Theorem 1.13, condition on a successful
performance of Item 1. That is, condition on having found g such that there exists a highest
weight vector P of weight λ˚ “ kp˚ degree k ď K such that P pg ¨ Xq ‰ 0 satisfying |P pY q| ď
pn1 . . . ndqk‖Y ‖k for all Y P V .
From the proof of Lemma 3.5, from P such that P pg ¨ Xq ‰ 0 we may obtain P` such
that P`ppg ¨ Xq`q “ P`pX0q ‰ 0 which is also of degree k ď K and satisfies the same bound
|P`pY q| ď pn1 . . . ndqk‖Y ‖k for all Y P Tenn0;r1,...,rdpCq. The degree and evaluation bound follow
because we obtained P` by simply setting some variables of P to zero. The rest of the analysis is
the same as that of Theorem 1.13.
We also get the following corollary (from the proof of Lemma 3.5) relating singular spectra with
non-singular spectra.
Corollary 3.7. It holds that p P ∆pXq iff for a generic g, p` P ∆ppg ¨Xq`q.
This is a generalization of the following well known fact: A matrixM (say complex nˆ n) has
rank ě r iff for generic U, V of dimensions r ˆ n and nˆ r, respectively, it holds that rank of UMV
is full.
4 A reduction to uniform tensor scaling
It is interesting to see how the shifting tricks of Section 2.2 compare with the reduction in [Fra18],
which treats the d “ 2 case of Problem 1.4 (also known as operator scaling)25. There, scaling to any ten-
sor marginals byBpn1qˆBpn2qwas reduced to scaling to uniform tensormarginals by GLp`qˆGLp`q
where ` “ |λ|. In contrast to the shifting trick, the group changes, but the action and the notion of
marginal remain the same! The shifting tricks can be viewed as reductions to uniform case with the
same group, but with a different group action and a different notion of marginals: namely the action
g ¨pXb`bvλ˚q “ pg ¨Xqb`bpg ¨vλ˚qwhere ` “ |λ|, and tensormarginal replaced by themomentmap.
The purpose of this section is to verify that the reduction from [Fra18] can be fit into the
framework of this paper. The conclusion is that the reduction gives the same results in a more ad
hoc way - though it may still have conceptual benefits.
Here we show how to generalize the reduction from [Fra18] to d ě 3. We will use some
shorthand: Let Λpiq “ diagpλpiqÒ q and
Λ :“
´
Λp1q, . . . ,Λpdq
¯
;
25the problems are equivalent by an isomorphism between mixed states and completely positive maps known as
state-channel duality [Jam72].
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similarly for P , P piq, and p. The reduction will map Y P Tenpn0;n1, . . . , ndq to a tensor LpY q in the
larger space
Tenpn0λp1q1 ¨ ¨ ¨λpdq1 ; `, . . . , `q
with the property that there is an element of GLp`qd ¨ LpY qwith uniform marginals if and only if
there is an element of B ¨ Y with ith marginal equal to Λpiq, i.e. λ{` P ∆BpY q.
In Section 4.3 we will use this map to recreate the construction of highest weight polynomials
from Section 2.4 and to give an alternate proof that one of these polynomials does not vanish if
λ{` P ∆BpY q.
4.1 Properties of the reduction
Let us see how to create LpY q. Recall from Lemma 3.5 in Section 3.2 that an instance of membership
in ∆BpXq can be efficiently reduced to another instance of the same problem with non-singular
target marginals, so we assume that ppiqni ą 0 for all i P rds.
For the following discussion we will use the density matrix formalism, so the ρ’s that follow
play the role of the reduced density matrix ρX for a tensor X . Let ρ be the density matrix on which
we would like to perform the reduction. First, we can forget about the scaling and try to imagine a
density matrix ρ˜ on a larger space that has uniform marginals if and only if ρpiq “ diagpλpiqÒ q.26 Our
map ρÑ ρ˜ should preserve positivity, so a natural candidate is an completely positive map. Recall
that a completely positive map T : Matnˆn Ñ Matmˆm is any map of the form T : X ÞÑ řiAiXA:i
where Ai P Matmˆn. If T : X ÞÑ řiAiXA:i , then T ˚ is defined by T ˚ : X ÞÑ řiA:iXAi.
One may try to build the map T in question as a tensor product of completely positive maps,
each of which acts on one of the d tensor factors. In order to do this, we would need an injective
completely positive map Tλ, depending on a single partition λ of `with n parts, that satisfies
TλpΛpiqq “ I` and Tλ˚ pI`q “ In. (19)
Let us show why such a family of maps would suffice:
Proposition 4.1. If the partitions λ of ` with n nonzero parts parameterizes a family Tλ of injective,
completely positive maps satisfying Eq. (19), then the completely positive map
T “ Tλp1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ b Tλpdq (20)
satisfies T pρqpiq “ I` if and only if ρpiq “ Λpiq for all i P rds.
Proof. By symmetry, it suffices to prove the proposition only for i “ 1. Indeed,
T pρqp1q “ `Tµp1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ b Tλpdqpρq˘p1q
“ Tλp1q
´
pIn1 b Tλp2q b ¨ ¨ ¨ b Tλpdqpρqqp1q
¯
“ Tλp1q
´`
In1 b T ˚λp2qpI`q b ¨ ¨ ¨ b T ˚λpdqpI`qpρq
˘p1q¯
“ Tλp1qpρp1qq.
26in [Fra18] the choice ρpiq “ diagpλpiqq was made instead; this is because in that paper the action was b ¨ ρ :“ b:ρb
rather than bρb:.
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The second and third equalities follows from the fact that T is a completely positive map and
properties of the partial trace. If T p1qλ is injective and satisfies Eq. (19), then the last line is equal to I`
if and only if ρp1q “ Λp1q.
Next, we need to show that scalings of ρ˜ correspond to scalings of ρ. For this, it is enough to
find a group homomorphism hλ : Bpnq Ñ Bp`q satisfying
Tλpb ¨Xq “ hλpbq ¨ TλpXq (21)
for all nˆ nmatrices X and all b P Bpnq, and as a consequence
T
´´
bp1q, . . . , bpdq
¯
¨ ρ
¯
“
´
hλp1q
´
bp1q
¯
, . . . , hλpdq
´
bpdq
¯¯
¨ T pρq (22)
for all positive semidefinite matrices ρ.
Proposition 4.2. Suppose the partitions λ of ` with exactly n nonzero parts parametrize a family of injective,
completely positive maps Tλ satisfying Eq. (19) and group homomorphisms hλ : Bpnq Ñ Bp`q satisfying
Eq. (21). Let T be as in Eq. (20). Let λ “ pλp1q, . . . ,λpdqq. The following are equivalent:
1. There is an element of B ¨ ρ with ith marginal Λpiq for all i P rds, i.e. λ{` P ∆BpY q for ρ “ ρY .
2. There is an element ofB0 ¨ T pρqwith uniformmarginals, whereB0 “ hλp1qBpni1qˆ¨ ¨ ¨ˆhλpdqBpnidq.
3. There is an element of G0 ¨ T pρq with uniform marginals, where G0 “ GLp`q ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆGLp`q.
Proof. We first show Item 1 ðñ Item 2. Indeed, by Eq. (22) and the fact that T is an injective,
linear map, we have
B0 ¨ T pρq “ T pB ¨ ρq “ T pB ¨ ρq. (23)
By Proposition 4.1, T pB ¨ ρq has an element with uniform marginals if and only if B ¨ ρ has an
element with ith marginal equal to Λpiq for all i P rds.
Next we show Item 3 ðñ Item 2. Clearly Item 2 ùñ Item 3. If Item 2 holds, then T pρq is not
in the null-cone of the action of the action of G0, so by [BGO`17], Sinkhorn style scaling of T pρq
converges to a mixed state with uniform marginals. More precisely, there is a sequence pit : t ě 0q
such that the sequence of density matrices defined by
ρpt` 1q “ pIn1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b Init´1 b gptq b Init`1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b Indq ¨ ρptq
for t ě 0 and ρp0q “ T pρq converges to a mixed state with uniform marginals provided
gptqρptqpitqgptq: “ I` (24)
for all t ě 0. However, we are lucky, and we may choose each of our scalings gptq to be hλpitqpbtq for
some b P Bpnitq! Indeed, suppose inductively that s ě 1 and for all t ď s´ 1 there exists bt such that
gptq “ hλpiqpbtq satisfies Eq. (24). Then by Eq. (22) and group homomorphism property of hλ, we
have ρptq “ T pρq for some ρ. In particular, T pρqpitq “ Tλpitqpρpiqq. Take bt upper triangular such that
btρ
pitqbt: “ Λpitq.27
27this is precisely the update step in Algorithm 1!
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which is always possible due to the existence of the Cholesky decomposition. By Eq. (21) we have
hλpitqpbtq ¨ ρptqpitq “ Tλpitq
´
bt ¨ ρpitq
¯
“ I`.
By induction, gptq “ hλpitqpbtq satisfies Eq. (24) for all t ě 0, so ρptq is a sequence of elements of
H0 ¨ T pρq converging to a density matrix with uniform marginals, and hence Item 2 holds.
Remark 4.3. The above proof also shows that Algorithm 1 converges to a tensor with the appropriate
marginals if λ{` P ∆BpY q: each scaling step of Algorithm 1 is exactly a step of the scaling algorithm
from [BGO`17] applied to LpY q, which we now know converges to a tensor with uniform marginals if
λ{` P ∆BpY q.
4.2 The construction
So far, Proposition 4.2 may be vacuously true. That is, we have not yet proven that the families Tλ
and hλ exist. We do this here by computing a reduction Lλ between pure tensors and taking the
partial trace. In what follows, the only nontrivial part is the guess for Lλ. All else is elementary
linear algebra. Lλ is this is very similar to [Fra18], but firstly it is a map between tensors rather than
density matrices, and secondly it commutes with the action of the upper triangular rather than
lower triangular matrices (hence the choice to use projections to the last few coordinates).
Let νj : Cn Ñ Cj denote the projection to the last j coordinates in some fixed orthonormal basis
for Cn. In that basis,
n
νj “
»—– 0 . . . 0 1 . . . 0... . . . ... ... . . . ...
0 . . . 0 0 . . . 1
fiffifl j.
The dependence of νj on n and the basis will be suppressed.
Definition 4.4 (Reduction, d “ 1). Suppose λ is a partition of ` with at most n nonzero parts. Let µ be
the conjugate partition to λ. For i P rλ1s, define
τλi : Cn Ñ
à
jPλ1
Cµj “ C`
by
τλj x “ p0, . . . , 0loomoon
µ1
, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 0, . . . , 0loomoon
µi´1
, νµix, 0, . . . , 0loomoon
µi`1
, . . . , 0 . . . 0lomon
µk
q
“ p0, . . . , 0loomoon
µ1
, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 0, . . . , 0loomoon
µi´1
, xn´µi`1, . . . , xnloooooooomoooooooon
µi
, 0, . . . , 0loomoon
µi`1
, . . . , 0 . . . 0lomon
µk
q.
Now define
Lλ : Cn Ñ Cλ1 b C`
by
Lλv “
ÿ
jPrλ1s
ej b pτλj vq,
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where pej : j P rλ1sq is some fixed orthonormal basis of Cλ1 . As a matrix in the same basis used to define τλ,
Lλv “
»———————————————————–
vn´µ1`1 0 . . . 0
... 0 . . . 0
vn 0 . . . 0
0 vn´µ2`1 . . . 0
0
... . . . 0
0 vn . . . 0
...
...
. . .
...
0 0 . . . vn´µk`1
0 0 . . .
...
0 0 . . . vn
fiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffifl
.
Note that the ith column of Lλv is τλi v.
Proposition 4.5. Suppose λ is a partition of ` with exactly n nonzero parts and Λ “ diagpλÒq. Define
Tλ : X ÞÑ trCλ1
”
LλXL
:
λ
ı
, and
Tλ : X ÞÑ TλpΛ´1{2XΛ´1{2q.
Then Tλ is injective, completely positive, and satisfies Eq. (19), and the map hλ : Bpnq Ñ Bp`q given by
hλ : b ÞÑ TλpΛ´1{2bΛ1{2q
is a group homomorphism and satisfies Eq. (21).28
Proof. We expand the expression for Tλ.
trCλ1
”
LλXL
:
λ
ı
“ trCλ1
«
λ1ÿ
i“1
λ1ÿ
j“1
eie
:
j b τλi Xτλ,:j
ff
“
λ1ÿ
j“1
τλj Xτ
λ,:
j . (25)
The last line shows explicitly that Tλ (and hence Tλ) is a completely positive map. To see that Tλ
(and hence Tλ) is injective, observe that τλ1 TλpXqτλ,:1 “ X . This holds because λ has n nonzero
parts, and so νµ1 “ νn “ In.
Here we show Tλ satisfies Eq. (19). This follows from the below pair of equations:
TλpIq “
λ1ÿ
i“1
τλj τ
λ,:
j “ I`, and
T λ˚pInq “
λ1ÿ
i“1
τλ,:j τ
λ
j “
λ1ÿ
j“1
ν:µjνµj “ Λ.
28Tλ is almost the reduction from [Fra18], but a change of variables makes the presentation simpler.
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The first equality in both lines is from Eq. (25).The third equality in the second line is our only use
of the fact that µ is the conjugate partition of λ.
Next we must show hλ : b ÞÑ TλpΛ´1{2bΛ1{2q is a group homomorphism. Because conjugation
by
?
Λ is a group homomomorphism, it is enough to show b ÞÑ Tλpbq is a group homomorphism.
We’ll show something even more useful, namely
Lλb “ pIλ1 b TλpbqqLλ. (26)
Indeed,
pIλ1 b TλpbqqLλv “
˜
Iλ1 b
ÿ
j
τλj bτ
λ,:
j
¸
Lλv
“
λ1ÿ
i“1
ei b
ÿ
j
τλj bτ
λ,:
j τ
λ
i v
“
λ1ÿ
i“1
ei b τλi ν:µiνµibν:µiνµiv
“
λ1ÿ
i“1
ei b τλi bv.
The second-to-last equality uses the easy facts that τλ,:j τλi “ δijν:µiνµi and τλi “ τλi ν:µiνµi . The last
equality uses the simple identity νibν:i νi “ νib for all b P Bpnq, i P rns. From Eq. (26), we have
TλpbXq “ trCλ1 LλbXL:λ “ trCλ1 pIλ1 b TλpbqqLλXL:λ “ TλpbqTλpXq
for b P Bpnq and any nˆnmatrixX . Eq. (26) means Lλ is aBpnq-linear map, or intertwiner, between
the representations bÑ b and bÑ Iλ1 b Tλpbq of Bpnq!
It remains to show Eq. (21). Something a bit stronger follows from TλpbXq “ TλpbqTλpXq:
TλpΛ´1{2bΛ1{2qTλpΛ´1{2XΛ´1{2q “ TλpΛ´1{2bXΛ´1{2q.
Equivalently, hλpbqTλpXq “ TλpbXq.
We can use the map Lλ to phrase Proposition 4.2 in terms of the null-cone.
Definition 4.6 (Reduction between pure tensors). Define
LpY q “ pIn0 b Lλp1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ b LλpdqqY.
First note that LpY q P Ten
n0;λ
p1q
1 ,`,...,λ
pdq
1 ,`
pCq. By reorganizing, we’ll think of it as an element of
Tenn10;`,...,`pCqwhere n10 “ n0λ
p1q
1 ¨ ¨ ¨λpdq1 . We then allow SLp`qd to act on all of the d tensor factors of
LpXq of dimension `. From [BGO`17], we have that
L
´
Λ´1{2 ¨ Y
¯
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is outside the null cone if and only if its reduced density matrix (tracing out Cn10) is scalable to
uniform marginals. However, by our definition of Tλ, the reduced density matrix is precisely
T ptrCn0 Y Y :q of Proposition 4.2! By Proposition 4.2, L
`
Λ´1{2 ¨ Y ˘ is outside the null-cone if and
only if λ{` P ∆BpY q. Further, by Eq. (26), L `Λ´1{2 ¨ Y ˘ is in the null-cone of the action of SLp`qd
if and only if LpY q is. The preceding reasoning gives us yet another reduction to the null-cone
problem:
Corollary 4.7 (Reduction to tensor scaling null cone). We have λ{` P ∆BpY q if and only if LpY q is
outside the null-cone of the action of SLp`qd.
Remark 4.8 (Capacity). Let us look at the familiar, and easy to prove, formula for the determinant after
applying the reduction:
detTλpb´1q “ χλ˚pbq. (27)
Using this, we can show that the capacity from Definition 2.12 given by
capacityλpXq “ inf
RPB }R ¨X}|χλ˚pRq|
is a natural choice of capacity. Proposition 4.2 implies SLp`qd scaling of LpY q to uniform marginals, if it
is possible, can be performed by scalings of the form pTλp1qpb1q, . . . , Tλpdqpbdqq for bi in Bpniq. For short,
denote this element Tλpbq. Thus, LpY q is scalable to uniform marginals if and only if
0 ă inf
b:detpT
λpiq pbiqq“1
}Tλpbq ¨ LpXq}2
“ inf
b:χλ˚ pb´1q“1
}Lpb ¨Xq}2
“ inf
bPB }
?
Λ ¨ b ¨X}2|χλ˚pbq|2{`
“ |χλ˚pΛ´1{2q|2{` inf
bPB }b ¨X}
2|χλ˚pbq|2{`.
Up to a constant, and a power of `, this matches capacitypXq.
4.3 Highest weights from the reduction
The map L : Tenn0;n1,...,ndpCq Ñ Tenn10;`,...,`pCq can be viewed as an intermediate step in the classical
construction of highest weights. We would like to show that if Y is Borel-scalable to an element
with the appropriate marginals, then some highest weight with bounded integer coefficients is
nonvanishing on Y . Here we show that composing the homogeneous SLpnqd-invariant polynomials
used in [BGO`17] with L yields a subset of the highest weight vectors defined in Eq. (14)! This
amounts to an alternate proof that one of the polynomials in Eq. (14) is nonzero at Y if λ{` P ∆BpY q.
We may start by computing a homogeneous, SLp`qd-invariant polynomial on LpY q. By Corol-
lary 4.7 and [BGO`17], if λ{` P ∆BpY q, then some SLp`qd-invariant, homogeneous polynomial does
not vanish onLpY q. Further, for any SLp`qd-invariant, homogeneous polynomialQ on Tenn10;`,...,`pCq
of degreem`, the polynomial
Y ÞÑ QpLpY qq
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is a highest weight vector of weightmλ˚. Indeed, using Eq. (26) and Eq. (27).
b ¨QpLpY qq “ QppIn0 b Lλp1qb´11 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b Lλpdqb´1d qY q
“ QppTλp1qpb´11 q, . . . , Tλpdqpb´1d qq ¨ LpY qq
“
dź
i“1
detpTλpiqpb´1i qq`m{`QpLpY qq
“ χmλ˚pbqP pXq.
By [BGO`17], the SLp`qd-invariant, homogeneous polynomials of degree `m on Tenn10;`,...,`pCq
(all of them are 0 unless ` divides the degree) are spanned by polynomials of the form
P pXq “ pεip0q b εip1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ b εipdq b p`m,pi1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b p`m,pidqpXb`mq
where ipjq : r`ms Ñ rλpjq1 s, ip0q : r`ms Ñ rn0s, and εi denotes the linear form εipejp1qb¨ ¨ ¨bejptqq “ δij .
Here pi denotes a permutation of r`ms and
p`m,pipv1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b v`mq “ detpvpip1q, . . . , vpip`qqdetpvpip``1q, . . . , vpip2`qq . . . detpvpip`m´``1q, . . . , vpip`mqq.
Proposition4.9. P pLpY qq vanishes unless for all i P rds, k P rms, the sequence ipjqppijp`k`1qq, . . . , ipjqppijp`kqq
contains precisely µpjq1 many 11s, µ
pjq
2 many 21s, . . . , µ
pjq
λ
pjq
1
many λpjq1 ’s. If this occurs, then
P pLpY qq “ ˘
´
εi0 bDetmλp1q,˚,pi11 b ¨ ¨ ¨ bDetmλpdq,˚,pi1d
¯
pY b`mq
for some permutations pi11, . . . , pi1d of r`ms.
Proof. It is enough to compute the linear form
ppLpXqbmq “ pεip1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ b εipdq b p`m,pi1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b p`m,pidqpLpXqbmq
atwhereL “ Lλp1qb¨ ¨ ¨bLλpdq andX P Tenpn1, . . . , ndq. We computeppLpXqb`mq “ ppLb`mpXb`mqq
on a spanning set of Tenpn1, . . . , ndqb`m given by
Z “
´
v
p1q
1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b vp1q`m
¯
b ¨ ¨ ¨ b
´
v
pdq
1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b vpdq`m
¯
where vpiqj ranges over Cni . Applying Lb`m, we have
Lb`mZ “ Lb`m
λp1q
´
v
p1q
1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b vp1q`m
¯
b ¨ ¨ ¨ b Lb`m
λpdq
´
v
pdq
1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b vpdq`m
¯
.
Hence,
ppLb`mZq “
dź
k“1
pεipkq b p`m,pikq
´
Lb`m
λpkq
´
v
pkq
1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b vpkq`m
¯¯
.
It remains to compute the value of pεi b p`m,piq
´
Lb`mλ pv1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b v`mq
¯
for i : r`ms Ñ rλ1s. In fact,
pεi b p`m,piq
´
Lb`mλ pv1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b v`mq
¯
“ pεi b p`m,piq
¨˝ ÿ
jPrλ1s
ej b τλj v1‚˛b ¨ ¨ ¨ b
¨˝ ÿ
jPrλ1s
ej b τλj v`m‚˛
“ p`m,pi
´
τλip1qv1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b τλip`mqv`m
¯
.
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Suppose, without loss of generality, that pi is the identity permutation. Notice that if the sequence
ip1q, . . . , ip`q does not contain precisely µ1 many 11s, µ2 many 21s, and so on, the above expression
will vanish. Otherwise, it will be equal to ˘Detλ˚,pi1pv1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b v`q where pi1 is a permutation such
that ippipjqq is decreasing for j P r`s. Applying similar reasoning for ip`` 1q, . . . , ip2`´ 1q and so on
whilst combining the polynomials using Detλ,pi1 bDetλ1,pi2 “ Detλ`λ1,pi3 completes the proof.
5 Distance lower bound
In this section, we will show that if p “ λ{` is not contained in the moment polytope ∆pX q, then
its distance to the moment polytope can be lower bounded only in terms of ` and the dimensions
n0, n1, . . . , nd – independently of X . The high level strategy is as follows. We first lower bound
(Proposition 5.2) the distance in terms of something called the gap constant (Definition 5.1). Then
we lower bound the gap constant (Lemma 5.3 and Lemma 5.4) using duality (Farkas’ lemma) and
well known bounds on solutions to linear programs.
We will establish the lower bound by studying the geometry of weights underlying the
representation that underlies the shifting trick (Lemma 2.1):
Definition 5.1 (Gap constant). Let λ be a highest weight and ` “ |λ|. We define the gap constant by
γpλq :“ min
"‖x‖2
`
: S Ď ΩpSym`pV q b Vλ˚q, 0 R convpSq,x P convpSq
*
,
where we recall that ΩpW q denotes the set of weighs that occur in a representationW (see Section 2.1).
The argument in the following proof is essentially from [Kir84b].
Proposition 5.2. Let X P Tenpn0;n1, . . . , ndq be a nonzero tensor, λ be a highest weight, and ` “ |λ|. If
p :“ λ{` R ∆pX q then
mint‖q ´ p‖2 : q P ∆pX qu ě γpλq.
Proof. It suffices to show that, for all rXs P X and U P K,
dÿ
i“1
‖µpiqprXsq ´ U piq diagpppiqni , . . . , ppiq1 qpU piqq:‖2F ě γ2pλq.
By the shifting trick, Eq. (11), this is equivalent to
1
`2
dÿ
i“1
‖µpiqW prZsq‖2F ě γ2pλq, (28)
where Z :“ Xb` b U ¨ vλ˚ PW :“ Sym`pV q b Vλ˚ . By assumption, λ R ∆pXq Ď ∆pX q. According
to Lemma 2.3 and Theorem 2.4, this means that any G-invariant polynomial vanishes on Z, so
0 P G ¨ Z. By the Hilbert-Mumford criterion, there exists a 1-parameter subgroup of the form
exppAtq, where A “ pAp1q, . . . , Apdqqq is a tuple of Hermitian matrices, such that exppAtq ¨Z Ñ 0 for
tÑ8.
Without loss of generality we may assume that the Apiq are diagonal matrices for i “ 1, . . . , d
(otherwise conjugate each by an appropriate unitary Y piq, and replace X by pU p1q b . . . b U pdqq,
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which leaves the left-hand side of Eq. (28) invariant). Thus, exppAtq P T for all t P C. We now
expand Z in terms of weight vectors, Z “ řωPΩpW q Zω, so that
exppAtq ¨ Z “
ÿ
ωPΩpW q
e
řd
i“1 ωpiq¨apiqZω,
where we write apiq for the diagonal entries ofApiq, i “ 1, . . . , d; the dot ¨ in the exponent denotes the
standard inner product onRni . Sincewe know that exppAtq¨Z Ñ 0, it follows thatřdi“1ωpiq ¨apiq ă 0
whenever Zω ‰ 0. This implies that 0 R convpSq, where S :“ tω : Zω ‰ 0u.
On the other hand, note that by the definition of the moment map (Eq. (9)) and the orthogonality
of the weight space decomposition, we have
trrµpiqW prZsqdiagpbpiqqs “ Bt“0
xZ, exppdiagpbpiqqtq ¨ Zy
xZ,Zy “ Bt“0
ÿ
ωPS
|Zω|2
‖Z‖2 e
tωpiq¨bpiq
“
ÿ
ωPS
|Zω|2
‖Z‖2 pω
piq ¨ bpiqq
for all bpiq P Rni . This implies that if we orthogonally project each component of µW prZsq onto the
diagonal, we obtain
ř
ωPS
|Zω |2
‖Z‖2 ω P convpSq. As the Frobenius norm of a matrix is never smaller
than the `2-norm of is diagonal, we obtain
1
`2
dÿ
i“1
‖µpiqW prZsq‖2F ě
1
`2
mint‖x‖22 : x P convpSqu ě γ2pλq,
which establishes Eq. (28).
Next, we lower-bound the gap constant. First, we will need the following elementary lemma.
Lemma 5.3. Suppose S “ tv1, . . . , vmu P ZN is a set of integer vectors s.t. 0 R convpSq. Let the bit
complexity of entries of vi’s be at most b. Denote by γpSq denote the Euclidean distance of 0 to convpSq. Then
γpSq ě exp p´OpNplogpNq ` bqqq
Proof. Since 0 R convpSq, by Farkas’ lemma (e.g. see [Sch98]), there exists a vector w P RN s.t.
xw,viy ě 1 for all i. By ([Sch98], Corollary 3.2b, Theorem 10.1), there exists such a rational w
with bit complexity bounded of each entry bounded by OpNplogpNq ` bqq. Hence there exists a
vector w1 P RN (normalization of w) s.t. ‖w1‖ “ 1 and xw1,viy ě exp p´OpNplogpNq ` bqqq for all
i. Now consider any element x P convpSq. Then xw1,xy ě exp p´OpNplogpNq ` bqqq. Hence by
Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and using the fact that ‖w1‖ “ 1,
‖x‖ ě exp p´OpNplogpNq ` bqqq
This completes the proof.
We are now ready to lower bound the gap-constant.
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Lemma 5.4. Let λ be a highest weight and ` “ |λ|. Then,
γpλq ě γpn1, . . . , nd, `q :“ exp
ˆ
´O
ˆ
pn1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` ndq logp`max
j
njq
˙˙
Proof. Consider a minimizer of γpλq given by some S Ď ΩpSym`pV q b Vλ˚q s.t. 0 R convpSq. We
will apply Lemma 5.3. Here the dimension N “ n1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` nd. We know that for a degree e1
polynomial representation ρ of GLpnq, the weights µ that appear in the representation must satisfy
µ1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` µn “ e1 and µi ě 0 for all i. If we have a rational representation σ which is of the
form ρ{dete2 , then the weights µ˜ that appear are of the form µ˜ “ pµ1 ´ e2, . . . , µn ´ e2q, where
µ1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` µn “ e1 and µi ě 0 for all i. Hence µ˜i P r´e2,maxte1, e2us for all i. Now Sym`pV q b Vλ˚
is a representation ofGLpn1q ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆGLpndq, where the epjq1 “ `` njλpjq1 ´
řnj´1
i“1 λ
pjq
i and e2 “ λpjq1
for the action of component j. Thus the weights in S have entries in r´`, `maxj njs. Hence
b ď logp`maxj njq. Therefore by Lemma 5.3, we get
γpλq ě exp
ˆ
´O
ˆ
pn1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` ndq logp`max
j
njq
˙˙
Together, we obtain the following important result:
Theorem 1.12 (Minimal gap). Let X P Tenpn0;n1, . . . , ndq be a nonzero tensor. If rY s P G ¨ rXs is
a scaling with marginals that are γpn1, . . . , nd, `q-close to p, then p P ∆pX q. Here γpn1, . . . , nd, `q “
exp p´O ppn1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` ndq logp`maxj njqqq and ` is the minimal integer s.t. `p has integral entries.
6 Extensions
In this section, we discuss extensions of our algorithm for general varieties and also scaling using
elements of the parabolic subgroup instead of the Borel subgroup (in our case, block-upper-
triangular matrices instead of upper-triangular matrices in our case). Our main theorems of this
section, Theorem 6.6 and Theorem 6.7 in Section 6.2, asserts that the extended algorithm has the
same guarantees in this more general setting.
6.1 The parabolic subgroup
Consider again the highest weight theory for GLpnq; let λ “ pλ1, . . . , λnq be a highest weight, i.e.
decreasing sequence of numbers. If the highest weight is degenerate then the highest weight vector
is an eigenvector of larger group, the so-called parabolic subgroup Pλ, which is given by the upper-
triangular block matrices, where the blocks correspond precisely to the degeneracies of the highest
weight. That is, suppose that the distinct values in λ are denoted by λrjs and their multiplicities
by bj , where, of course,
ř
j bj “ n. That is, λ1 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ λb1 “ λr1s, λb1`1 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ λb1`b2 “ λr2s, etc.
Then Pλ consists of the upper-triangular block matrices R whose diagonal blocks, denoted Rrjs,
have size bj ˆ bj . In this case, the eigenvalues are χλpRq “ śj detpRrjsqλrjs , which extends the
formula given previously for Bpnq to Pλ.
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Again, this generalizes to the product group setting G “ GLpn1q ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ GLpndq. Now the
parabolic subgroup associated to a highest weight λ “ pλp1q, . . . ,λpdqq is by definition Pλ “
Pλp1q ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Pλpdq , and Eq. (7) generalizes to
R ¨ w “ χλpRqw, where χλpRq “
dź
i“1
niź
j“1
pRpiqrjsqλ
piq
rjs (29)
for all tuples R “ pRp1q, . . . , Rpdqq P Pλ using the notation introduced above.
6.2 Good parametrizations
To extend Theorem 1.13 from orbit closures to PpV q or more general varieties X of tensors, we need
an effective way of sampling generic points (again, since Problems 1.3 and 1.4 are equivalent for
generic points). Suppose, e.g., that we have a homogeneous polynomial map
Φ: PpCpq 99K X Ď PpTenpn0;n1, . . . , ndqq,
defined on a Zariski-dense subset, such that the image of Φ is Zariski-dense in X . E.g., for projective
space we can just choose Φ as the identity map! (In fact, we only need to demand that Pλ˚ ¨ impΦq is
dense, where Pλ˚ is the parabolic subgroup corresponding to a target spectrum p – see Sections 2.3
and 6.5 for details.) We call such Φ a good parametrization (obvious variations and generalization are
possible). The two most basic examples of good parametrizations are orbit-closures (Example 6.3)
and the full space PpV q (Example 6.4).
Definition 6.1 (Good parametrization). Let
Φ: PpCpq 99K X Ď PpTenpn0;n1, . . . , ndqq
be defined on a Zariski-dense subset by homogeneous polynomials of the same degree, denoted by degpΦq. We
say that Φ is a good parametrization (of X ) if Pλ˚ ¨ impΦq is Zariski-dense in X . Here, we recall that Pλ˚
denotes the parabolic subgroup corresponding to the highest weight λ˚. We call the set of Z P Cp for which
ΦpZq ‰ 0 the domain of Φ.
The statement in Corollary 2.7 is slightly technical due to the presence of the parabolic
subgroup Pλ˚ . However, including the parabolic subgroup Pλ˚ rather than B can be useful as it
allows us to relax the assumptions on the parametrization depending on the degeneracy of the
target spectrum. Here is a dramatic example of this phenomenon.
Example 6.2 (Uniform marginals). Suppose X P Tenpn0;n1, . . . , ndq and X “ G ¨ rXs, but we have the
very special condition λpiqj “ 1{ni for all i P rds. This is the uniform tensor scaling setting of [BGO`17].
Here Pλ˚ is in fact the full group G; thus we may simply take the image of Φ to be X and Φ will be a good
parametrization. This shows that no randomness is required at all, and our parabolic scaling algorithm
(Algorithm 2) will fully recover the algorithmic guarantees of [BGO`17].
On the other hand, a particularly simple case of a good parametrization is when the image of Φ
is already dense, as in the following three important examples.
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Example 6.3 (Orbit closure). When X “ G ¨ rXs is a single orbit closure, as in Problem 1.4, then a good
parametrization is given by
ΦX : PpMpn1q ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆMpndqq 99K X , rA “ pAp1q, . . . , Apdqqs ÞÑ rpAp1q b . . .bApdqqXs,
where Mpnq denotes the space of ni ˆ ni-matrices. Since GLpnq “ Mpnq, the image (when nonzero)
is contained in G ¨ rXs. Note that Φ is homogeneous of degree degpΦq “ d. Thus, the constant M in
Proposition 6.9 is given byM “ 2dK.
Example 6.4 (All tensors). If X “ PpTenpn0;n1, . . . , ndqq is the space of all tensors of a given format, as
in Problem 1.1, then we can simply choose Φ as the identity map. Thus, degpΦq “ 1, soM “ 2K.
Example 6.5 (Matrix product states). For simplicity, we only discuss translation-invariant matrix product
states (see, e.g., [VMC08] for the general definition). Given a family of N ˆN -matrices tMjuj“1,...,n, define
a corresponding tensor in Tenp1;n, . . . , nq by
XrtMjus1;j1q,...,jpdq :“ trrMjp1q ¨ ¨ ¨Mjpdqs.
The closure X of the set of all tensors of this form is called the variety of matrix product states with bond
dimension N . It is clear that X is a G-stable subvariety of PpTenp1;n, . . . , nqq. Moreover,
Φ: PpCnˆNˆN q 99K Tenp1;n, . . . , nq, rtMjus ÞÑ XrtMjus
is dominant. It follows that Φ is a good parametrization of X and that X is irreducible. Since degpΦq “ d,
the constantM in Proposition 6.9 is given byM “ 2dK.
Note that we parametrize a tensor with nd entries by only N2n parameters – this is the power of matrix
product states. Note also that Φ is equivariant with respect to the natural GLpnq-action on PpCnˆNˆN q – so
we can implement Algorithm 1 by working solely in the small parameter space.
The following is the main result of this section.
Theorem 6.6 (Tensor scaling for good parametrizations). Let X Ď PpTenpn0;n1, . . . , ndqq be a G-
stable irreducible projective subvariety. Let Φ: PpCpq 99K X be a good parametrization (in the sense of
Definition 6.1) with Gaussian integer coefficients of bitsize no more than b. Also, let p P P`pn1, . . . , ndq
with rational entries of bitsize no more than b such that ppiqni ą 0 for all i “ 1, . . . , d. Finally, let ε ą 0. Then,
with probability at least 1/2, Algorithm 2 either correctly identifies that p R ∆pX q, or it outputs X P X and
g P G such that the marginals of Y “ g ¨X are ε-close to p (in fact, satisfy Eq. (5)).
We’ll also see that, just like Algorithm 1, Algorithm 2 can bemodified to give the same guarantees
even if the rank of some diagpppiqq is not full.
Theorem 6.7. Let Φ be as in the statement of Theorem 6.6, and further suppose that dimension of the domain
of Φ is polypNq and on inputs of bit-complexity c, Φ can be computed in polypN, cq time. Then there is
a randomized algorithm running in time polypN, 1{εq, that takes as input X P Tenpn0;n1, . . . , ndq with
Gaussian integer entries (specified as a list of real and complex parts, each encoded in binary, with bit size
ď b) and p P P`pn1, . . . , ndq with rational entries (specified as a list of numerators and denominators, each
encoded in binary, with bit size ď b). The algorithm either correctly identifies that p R ∆pX q, or it outputs a
scaling g P G and X P X such that the marginals of g ¨X are ε-close to the target spectra p. Here N is the
total bit-size of the input, N “ 2n0n1 ¨ ¨ ¨ndb` 2pn1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ndqb.
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Remark 6.8. The maps Φ encountered in the three examples before Theorem 6.6 are indeed computable in
time polynomial in the input size; as a corollary, there are efficient (in the sense of Theorem 1.7) algorithms to
correctly declare p R ∆pX q or outputs a scaling g P G andX P X such that the marginals of g ¨X are ε-close
to the target spectra p with probability at least 1{2 for X , G as in Example 6.2, Example 6.3, Example 6.4,
and Example 6.5. Note that that no randomness is required at all for Example 6.2, so the main algorithmic
result of [BGO`17] is a special case of Theorem 6.7. Example 6.3 is already covered by Theorem 1.7, which is
a special case of Theorem 6.7.
Input: p P P`pn1, . . . , ndq with rational entries (specified as a list of numerators and denominators,
each encoded in binary, with bit size ď b) such that ppiqni ą 0 for all i “ 1, . . . , d.
Output: Either the algorithm correctly identifies that p R ∆pX q, or it outputs X P X and g P G
such that the marginals of Y :“ g ¨X satisfy Eq. (5); in particular the marginals are ε-close to the
target spectra p.
Algorithm:
1. Let ` ą 0 such that `ppiq has integer entries for all i “ 1, . . . , d. Let Z “ pZp1q, . . . , Zppqq be
a vector with entries chosen independently uniformly at random from t1, . . . ,Mu, where
M :“ 2 degpΦqK andK :“ p`dmaxdi“1 niqdmaxdi“1 n2i . Set X :“ ΦpZq.
2. For i “ 1, . . . , d, if the marginal ρpiqX is singular then output p R ∆pXq and return.
Otherwise, set g :“ pIn1{ ‖X‖ , In2 , . . . , Indq.
3. For t “ 1, . . . , T :“ 16k ln 2
ε2
´řd
i“0 log2pniq ` b` deg Φplog2 p` log2Mq
¯
, repeat the following:
• Compute Y :“ g ¨ X and, for i “ 1, . . . , d, the one-body marginals ρpiqY and the dis-
tances εpiq :“ ‖ρpiqY ´ diagpppiqÒ q‖tr.
• Select an index i P t1, . . . , du for which εpiq is largest. If εpiq ď ε, output g and return.
• Compute the Cholesky decomposition ρpiqY “ RpiqpRpiqq:, where Rpiq is an upper-
triangular matrix. Update gpiq Ð diagpppiqni , . . . , ppiq1 q1{2pRpiqq´1gpiq.
4. Output p R ∆pXq.
Algorithm 2: Scaling algorithm for Theorem 6.6
6.3 Randomization step
We have the following extension of Corollary 2.7 for the parabolic subgroup. This allows us to find
and element on which some highest weight vector does not vanish. The proof is almost identical
to that of Corollary 2.7, but instead of scaling by a random element we evaluate Φ on a random
element.
Proposition 6.9 (Generic orbits). Let p P ∆pX q and ` ą 0 such that λ :“ `p is integral. Moreover,
let Φ: PpCpq 99K X be a good parametrization in the sense of Definition 6.1. Finally, choose Z1, . . . , Zp
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independently and uniformly at random from t1, . . . ,Mu, with
M “ 2 degpΦqK, K :“ ``dmaxdi“1 ni˘dmaxdi“1 n2i .
Then, with probability at least 1{2, Z is in the domain of Φ and there exists a highest weight vector
P P HWVmλ˚pCrV sp`mqq of degree 0 ă `m ď K such that P pΦpZqq ‰ 0. In particular, p P ∆pΦpZqq.
Proof. Set λ :“ `p. According to Proposition 2.5, there exists a highest weight vector P P
HWVmλ˚pCrV sp`mqq of degree 0 ă `m ď K such that P pXq ‰ 0 for some X P X . But then tP ‰ 0u
is a nonempty Zariski-open subset of X . Since by assumption Pλ˚ ¨ impΦq is Zariski-dense and X is
irreducible, it follows that tP ‰ 0u X Pλ˚ ¨ impΦq is nonempty. Since P is a highest weight vector,
tP ‰ 0u is Pλ˚-stable, so in fact tP ‰ 0u X impΦq is nonempty. This means that the polynomial
QpZq :“ P pΦpZqq is not equal to the zero polynomial. Its degree is no larger than degpΦqK, so the
Schwartz-Zippel lemma implies that for our random choice of Z, QpZq ‰ 0 with probability at
least 1{2. But then not only P pΦpZqq ‰ 0, but also ΦpZq ‰ 0, i.e., Z is in the domain of Φ, since Φ is
homogeneous.
6.4 Parabolic scaling step
In step 3 of our original algorithm (Algorithm 1) we replace the Cholesky decomposition ρpiqY “
RpiqpRpiqq:, where Rpiq is an upper-triangular matrix, by an element from Rpiq from the parabolic
subgroup corresponding to the target spectrum ppiq. In particular we can use the Hermitian
square root pρpiqY q1{2 for scaling to the uniform spectrum, as in [BGO`17]. This follows directly by
substituting Proposition 3.1 by Proposition 6.10 below in the proof of Theorem 1.13.
Our scaling step is
Y 1 :“ diagpppiqÒ q1{2pRpiqq´1 ¨ Y,
with ρpiqY “ RpiqpRpiqq:, where we now allow that Rpiq P Ppλ˚qpiq is an element of the parablic
subgroup corresponding to the target spectrum (λ “ kp for some k ą 0).
Proposition 6.10 (Progress under parabolic scaling). Let P P HWVλ˚pCrV spkqq. Then,
|P pY 1q| ě 2 k32 ln 2‖diagpppiqÒ q´ρpiq‖2tr |P pY q|.
Proof. Let pλ˚qpiqrjs denote the distinct values in pλpiqq˚, bpiqrjs their multiplicities, and Rpiqrj,js the cor-
responding diagonal blocks of Rpiq. Moreover, let ppiqÒ,rjs :“ ´pλ˚qpiqrjs denote the distinct values of
p
piq
Ò :“ pppiqni , . . . , ppiq1 q. Using Eq. (29) instead of Eq. (12), we obtain
|P pY 1q|2 “
˜ź
j
pppiqÒ,rjsqkb
piq
rjsp
piq
Ò,rjs |detpRpiqrj,jsq|´2kp
piq
Ò,rjs
¸
|P pY q|2
“
˜ź
j
pppiqÒ,rjsqb
piq
rjsp
piq
Ò,rjs detpRpiqrj,jspRpiqrj,jsq:q´p
piq
Ò,rjs
¸k
|P pY q|2
“ 2k
ř
j
´
b
piq
rjsp
piq
Ò,rjs log2pppiqÒ,rjsq´ppiqÒ,rjs trrlog2pRpiqrj,jspRpiqrj,jsq:qs
¯
|P pY q|2
“ 2kDpdiagpppiqÒ q}Qpiqq|P pY q|2 ě 2 k16 ln 2‖diagpppiqÒ q´ρpiq‖2tr |P pY q|2.
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where Qpiq “ diagpRpiqr1,1spRpiqr1,1sq:, Rpiqr2,2spRpiqr2,2sq:, . . . q. The inequality is Lemma 6.11, stated and
proved below.
The following generalizes Lemma 3.2.
Lemma 6.11. Let ρ be a PSD n ˆ n-matrix with unit trace such that ρ “ RR:, where R is an arbitrary
n ˆ n-matrix. Partition R into blocks Rrj,ks of size bj ˆ bk. Then the block-diagonal matrix Q “
diagpRr1,1sR:r1,1s, Rr2,2sR:r2,2s, . . . q is a PSD matrix with trrQs ď 1, and, for every probability distribution
p,
Dpdiagppq}Qq ě 1
16 ln 2
‖diagppq ´ ρ‖2tr.
where DpP }Qq :“ trrP plog2 P ´ log2Qqs is the quantum relative entropy.
Proof. To see that Q is subnormalized, observe that
trrQs “
ÿ
j
trrRrj,jsR:rj,jss ď trrRR:s “ trrρs “ 1.
On the one hand, the quantum Pinsker’s inequality in the form [Wil13, Thm. 11.9.1] yields
Dpdiagppq}Qq ě 1
2 ln 2
‖diagppq ´Q‖2tr.
On the other hand,
Dpdiagppq}Qq “ Dpdiagppq}Q{ trrQsq ´ log2 trrQs ě ´ log2 trrQs ě 1ln 2 p1´ trrQsq
“ 1
ln 2
nÿ
j‰k
trrRrj,ksR:rj,kss “
1
ln 2
‖R´D‖2F ě 14 ln 2‖ρ´Q‖
2
tr,
where D “ diagpRr1,1s, Rr2,2s, . . . q, so that DD: “ Q. In the last step, we used that for any two
matrices A and B, ‖AA: ´BB:‖tr ď ‖A`B‖F ‖A´B‖F ď p‖A‖F ` ‖B‖F q‖A´B‖F (see [Bha13,
Proof of X.2.4]). Averaging both inequalities, we find that
DKLpp}qq ě 1
4 ln 2
‖diagppq ´Q‖2tr ` 18 ln 2‖ρ´Q‖
2
tr
ě 1
8 ln 2
`‖diagppq ´Q‖2tr ` ‖ρ´Q‖2tr˘
ě 1
16 ln 2
p‖diagppq ´Q‖tr ` ‖ρ´Q‖trq2
ě 1
16 ln 2
‖diagppq ´ ρ‖2tr.
6.5 Proof of Theorem 6.6
We will now outline the proof of Theorem 6.6 (restated below).
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Theorem 6.6 (Tensor scaling for good parametrizations). Let X Ď PpTenpn0;n1, . . . , ndqq be a G-
stable irreducible projective subvariety. Let Φ: PpCpq 99K X be a good parametrization (in the sense of
Definition 6.1) with Gaussian integer coefficients of bitsize no more than b. Also, let p P P`pn1, . . . , ndq
with rational entries of bitsize no more than b such that ppiqni ą 0 for all i “ 1, . . . , d. Finally, let ε ą 0. Then,
with probability at least 1/2, Algorithm 2 either correctly identifies that p R ∆pX q, or it outputs X P X and
g P G such that the marginals of Y “ g ¨X are ε-close to p (in fact, satisfy Eq. (5)).
The proof is nearly identical to that of Theorem 1.13 in Section 3.2.
Proof of Theorem 6.6. Assume X,p,  are an input for Algorithm 2. Assume first p P ∆pXq. We
need to show that, with probability at least 1/2, Algorithm 2 terminates in step 3 by outputting an
appropriate scaling.
In step 1, rather than selecting random matrices, we computed ΦpZq on a random tuple of
integers Z according to the parameters explained in Example 6.3. with probability at least 1{2, Z
is in the domain of Φ and there exists a highest weight vector P P HWVmλ˚pCrV sp`mqq of degree
0 ă `m ď K such that P pΦpZqq ‰ 0.
Again, we condition on this event. By Proposition 2.9, we may further assume that P has integer
coefficients and that it satisfies the bound
|P pY q| ď pn1 . . . ndqk‖Y ‖ (30)
for all tensors Y P V .
We now move to the scaling step 3. Let us denote by grts P G the value of the group element g
at the beginning of the t-th iteration, and by Y rts :“ grts ¨X the corresponding tensor. Suppose
for sake of finding a contradiction that the algorithm has not terminated after T steps but instead
proceeds to 4. We will prove the following three statements:
• Lower bound: |P pY r1sq| ě 2 12p
řd
i“0 log2pniq´b´deg Φplog2 p`log2Mq,
• Progress per step: |P pY rt` 1sq| ą 2 k32 ln 2 ε2 |P pY rtsq| for t “ 1, . . . , T ,
• Upper bound: |P pY rtsq| ď 2křdi“1 log2pniq.
The proof of the upper bound is identical to that in the proof of Theorem 1.13 in Section 3.2. The
proof of the progress per step is also identical, except we use Proposition 6.10 for parabolic scalings
instead of Proposition 3.1 which only applies to Borel scalings. For the lower bound, this time we
obtain
‖X‖ “ ‖ΦpZq‖
ď
a
n0 . . . nd2bMdeg Φpdeg Φ
ď 2 12p
řd
i“0 log2pniq`b`deg Φplog2 p`log2Mq.
Again, |P pXq| ě 1 by integrality and so combining Eq. (30) with the previous equation gives us the
lower bound. Suppose for sake of finding a contradiction that the algorithm has not terminated
after T steps but instead proceeds to 4; the three inequalities imply
Tk
32 ln 2
ε2 ă k
2
˜
dÿ
i“0
log2pniq ` b` deg Φplog2 p` log2Mq
¸
,
which gives the desired contradiction.
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The proofs of Lemma 3.5 and Corollary 3.6 workmutatis mutandis for parabolic scalings, withB
replaced by Pλ˚ and B` replaced by the parabolic subgroup of GLpr1q ˆ . . .GLprdq corresponding
to p`. This implies the following:
Corollary 6.12. Theorem 6.7 is true.
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A Appendix
A.1 Borel polytope
Here we include an elementary description of the Borel polytope ∆BpXq forX P Tenpn0;n1, . . . , ndq.
and prove that it is indeed a polytope with rational vertices.
By the remarks after the proof of Proposition 2.11 we have p P ∆BpY q if and only if
0 ă pcapacityppρY qq2 “ inf
bPB trpb ¨ ρY q|χp˚pbq|
2.
It’s easy to see that log capacityλpρq is concave in λ! This immediately implies ∆Bpρq is convex,
but we can say more:
Theorem A.1. ∆BpXq is a polytope with rational vertices.
This follows from a more detailed description of ∆BpXq, which requires some technical
definitions. The ideas are very similar to the elementary derivation of the tensor case of the
Hilbert-Mumford criterion [BGO`17]. In the uniform case, a density matrix ρ can be scaled to
uniform marginals if in every orthonormal basis, the diagonal of ρ (regarded as a classical tensor)
can be scaled by diagonal matrices to uniform marginals.
We find a similar criterion, but the reduced density matrix will be blown up (much as in
Section 4, and the diagonal must be scaled to certain nonuniform marginals. Let n :“ pn1, . . . , ndq.
Definition A.2 (unitary family). A pd,nq-unitary family is a tuple
U “ pU piqj , i P rds, j P rnisq
where U piqj is a j ˆ j unitary matrix.
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Let S be the set of pairs pj, lq such that j “ pjp1q, . . . , jpdqq P rn1s ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ rnds and l “
plp1q, . . . , lpdqq P rjp1qs ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ rjpdqs. We use S as an index set for Tenpn1`12 q,...,pn1`1d qpRě0q.
Definition A.3 (expanded classical tensor). Given a pd,nq-unitary family U , denote by Cpρ, Uq the
element of Tenpn1`12 q,...,pn1`1d qpRě0q given by
Cpρ, Uqj,l :“ pUj ¨ νj ¨ ρql,l,
whereuj,l denotes the tuple pU p1qjp1q, . . . , U pdqjpdqq and νj denotes pνjp1q, . . . , νjpdqq. For anyC P Tenpn1`12 q,...,pn1`1d qpRě0q,
we define
SupppCq “ tpj, lq P S : Cj,l ą 0u.
We may now state a description of ∆BpY q. We use the shorthand ∆ppiqj “ ppiqj ´ ppiqj`1, where
pni`1 ” 0.
Proposition A.4. p P ∆BpY q if and only if for every pd,nq-basis-family U , there is a tensor
D P Tenpn1`12 q,...,pn1`1d qpRě0q
satisfying
SuppD Ă SuppCpρY , Uq (31)
and ÿ
pj,lqPS:jpiq“j,lpiq“l
Dj,l “ ∆ppiqj
for all i P rds, j P rnis, l P rjs. (32)
That is, D has as ith classical margin the vector p∆ppiqj : j P rnis, l P rjsq P Rp
ni`1
2 qě0 .
Before we prove Proposition A.4, we use it to prove Theorem A.1.
Proof of Theorem A.1: Fix SuppCpρY , Uq. By Farkas’ lemma, the existence of D satisfying Eq. (31)
and Eq. (32) is equivalent to the following statement:
Every sequence a “ papiqj,l , i P rds, j P rnis, l P rjsq of numbers satisfying
dÿ
i“1
a
piq
jpiq,lpiq ě 0 for all pj, lq P SuppCpρY , Uq (33)
also satisfies
dÿ
i“1
niÿ
j“1
∆p
piq
j
lÿ
i“1
ajpiq,lpiqpiq ě 0. (34)
Since the set of a satisfying 33 is a convex cone with finitely many constraints, it is generated by a
finite set of rational vectors; it is enough to check that 33 implies 34 on that finite set of rational
vectors; this implies the Borel polytope is indeed a polytope with rational vertices (there are only a
finite number of possibilities for SuppCpρY , Uq!)
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Before we prove Proposition A.4, we must prove a lemma. We wish to characterize when
capacityp ρ ą 0; the lemma allows us to pass to a larger set for the infimum.
Lemma A.5 (Adapted from [Fra18]). Let p P P`pnq with pn ą 0 and b P Bpnq. The character
|χp˚pbq|´2.
is equal to
sup
nź
i“1
detpYiq∆pi (35)
subject to 0 ă Yi : Ci Ñ Ci (36)
and
nÿ
i“1
∆piν
:
i Yiνi “ b: diagppopqb (37)
Proof. Let σ be the permutation reversing the order of the coordinates (the dimension is suppressed
in an abuse of notation). The lemma can be obtained from Claim 4.6 in [Fra18] by making the
change of variables h “ σbσ: and noting that the projection ηi to the first i coordinates is given by
σνiσ
:. Finally one uses |χp˚pbq|´2 “ detpdiagppq, h:hq.
We have one more easy lemma. We use the shorthand P piq :“ diagppp1qÒ q and
P :“
´
P p1q, . . . , P pdq
¯
.
Lemma A.6 (modified capacity).
inf
RPB |χp˚pRq|
2 tr
?
P ¨ pR ¨ ρq “ 0 ðñ capacityppρq “ 0.
Proof. If P is nonsingular, we apply the same change of variables argument from Remark 4.8.
Otherwise, from Lemma 3.5, we have p P ∆Bpρq if and only if p` P ∆B`pρ`q. This is because
ρ` “ ρX` if ρ “ ρX . Thus,
capacityp` ρ` “ 0 ðñ capacityp ρ “ 0.
By a change of variables, capacityp` ρ` “ 0 if and only if
inf
b`PB`
|χp˚`pb`q|2 tr νr
?
P ν:r ¨ pb` ¨ ρ`q “ 0,
but
inf
b`PB`
|χp˚`pb`q|2 tr νr
?
P ν:r ¨ pb` ¨ ρ`q “ inf
bPB |χp˚pbq|
2 tr νr
?
P ν:r ¨ pνrbν:r ¨ ρ`q
“ inf
bPB |χp˚pbq|
2 trpνr
?
P ν:rqpνr ¨ pb ¨ ρqq
“ inf
bPB |χp˚pbq|
2 tr
?
P ¨ pb ¨ ρq.
The last equality follows form cyclicity of trace and ν:rνr
?
P “ ?P .
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Finally we prove Proposition A.4.
Proof of Proposition A.4. Wewant tofindnecessary and sufficient conditionsunderwhich capacityppρq “
0. By Lemma A.6, this happens if and only if
inf
bPB |χp˚pbq|
2 tr
?
P ¨ pb ¨ ρq
“ inf
bPB |χp˚pbq|
2 trpb:1P p1qb1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b b:dP pdqbdqρ “ 0. (38)
Due to Lemma A.5, we may replace b:iP piqbi by
řni
j“1 ν
:
jY
piq
j νj and |χp˚pbq|2 by the product over
i P rds of śjPrnispdetY piqj q∆ppiqj , and the infimum will remain the same! Thus, capacityppρq “ 0 if
and only if
inf
ÿ
jPrn1sˆ¨¨¨ˆrnds
˜
dź
i“1
∆p
piq
jpiq
¸
tr
´
Y
p1q
jp1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ b Y pdqjpdq
¯
pνj ¨ ρq “ 0 (39)
subject to 0 ă Y piqj : C
j Ñ Cj for all j P rnis (40)
and
ź
jPrnis
pdetY piqj q∆p
piq
j “ 1 for all i P rds. (41)
We now prove the “if" direction of Proposition A.4, namely that if the value of the above program
is zero then there is some pd,nq-basis family U such that SuppCpρ, Uq does not admit a solution D
to Eq. (31) and Eq. (32).
The “if” direction
Suppose there is a sequence Y piqj ptq satisfying Eq. (40) and Eq. (41) such that the expression in
Eq. (39) tends to zero. We can diagonalize Y piqj ptq “ U piq,:j ptqdiagpzpiqj,l ptqqU piqj ptq such that
1. U piqj ptq unitary.
2. zpiqj,l ptq ą 0,
3.
śn
j“1
´ś
lPrjs z
piq
j,l ptq
¯∆ppiqj “ 1,
4. and zpiqj,l ptq tends to zero if ∆ppiqj “ 0 (in that case Y piqj appears neither in Eq. (41) nor Eq. (39)).
LetUptq be the pd,nq-basis family pU piqj ptq, i P rds, j P rnisq. By compactness, we pass to a convergent
subsequence such that limtÑ8 U piqj ptq “ U piqj . Let U be the pd,nq-basis family pU piqj , i P rds, j P rnisq.
We claim that for all pj, lq in SuppCpρ, Uq,
lim
tÑ8
dź
i“1
z
piq
jpiq,lpiqptq “ 0 for allpj, lq P SuppCpρ, Uq. (42)
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This follows from the calculationÿ
jPrn1sˆ¨¨¨ˆrnds
˜
dź
i“1
∆p
piq
jpiq
¸
tr
´
Y
p1q
jp1qptq b ¨ ¨ ¨ b Y pdqjpdqptq
¯
pνj ¨ ρq
“
ÿ
jPrn1sˆ¨¨¨ˆrnds
˜
dź
i“1
∆p
piq
jpiq
¸˜
dź
i“1
z
piq
jpiq,lpiqptq
¸
Cpρ, Uptqqj,l.
We have Cpρ, Uptqqj,l Ñ Cpρ, Uqj,l. If Cpρ, Uqj,l ą 0, then limtÑ8
´śd
i“1 z
piq
jpiq,lpiqptq
¯
ă δ. Note that
we could ignore the case when some ∆ppiqjpiq “ 0 because of our assumption that zpiqj,l ptq tends to zero
in that case.
This implies that subject to SuppD Ă SuppCpρ, Uq there is no solution to Eq. (32). Suppose
there were. Note that Eq. (32) and p P P` impliesřpj,lqPS Dj,l “ 1. Now
log
¨˝ ÿ
pj,lqPS
˜
dź
i“1
z
piq
jpiq,lpiqptq
¸
Dj,l‚˛ě ÿ
pj,lqPS
˜
dÿ
i“1
log z
piq
jpiq,lpiqptq
¸
Dj,l
“
dÿ
i“1
ÿ
jPrnis
∆p
piq
j
ÿ
lPrjs
log z
piq
jpiq,lpiqptq “ 0.
However, this contradicts our assumption thatÿ
pj,lqPS
˜
dź
i“1
z
piq
jpiq,lpiqptq
¸
Dj,l “ 0,
which follows from Eq. (42).
The “only if” direction
We now prove the easier direction. Suppose that pd, nq-unitary family U such that there is no D
satisfying SupppDq Ă SuppCpρ, Uq and Eq. (32). We will show Eq. (39) holds.
By Farkas’ lemma, there exists a sequence a “ papiqj,l , i P rds, j P rnis, l P rjsq of numbers such that
dÿ
i“1
a
piq
jpiq,lpiq ě 0 for all pj, lq P SuppCpρ, Uq (43)
and
dÿ
i“1
niÿ
j“1
∆p
piq
j
lÿ
i“1
ajpiq,lpiqpiq ă 0. (44)
Set a˜piqj,l “ apiqj,l ´ awhere a “
řd
i“1
řni
j“1 ∆p
piq
j
řl
i“1 a
piq
jpiq,lpiq. Now
dÿ
i“1
a˜jpiq,lpiqpiq ą 0 for j, l P SuppT pρ, Uq
and
dÿ
i“1
niÿ
j“1
∆pjpiq
lÿ
i“1
a˜jpiq,lpiqpiq “ 0.
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Set
Y
piq
j ptq “ U piq,:j exp
´
´tdiagpa˜piqj,l q
¯
U
piq
j
and let t tend to8. This shows Eq. (39) holds.
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